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Abstract
In a society where school has become an institution of routine, international service
learning provides an engaging method to impact and transform students through experience,
reciprocity, and reflection. While the new pedagogy shows promise, there are also challenges
when putting international service learning into practice. Current literature informs readers on
the need for more intentional research to understand how students process their international
experience and the role it plays in student transformation.
Using a case study method of research, my study focused on the international service
learning experience of four relatively privileged secondary education students who traveled to a
remote mountain community. My findings showed that first, much of what the students came to
understand about their international service learning experience came from acknowledging the
gap between their expectations to create change within the community and the reality of
community needs. Second, as students experienced moments of dissonance, they reflected on
their previously held misconceptions, showing signs of transformation into a global citizen.
I believe that my study can offer insight as to how practitioners of international service
learning prepare secondary education students for their own service learning trip. Additionally, I
believe that my study exemplifies how students can benefit from an international service learning
experience outside of the traditional high school community service experience. Lastly, my study
shows that a service learning experience can create sensemaking events, causing students to
pause and reflect on their current understanding of critical topics such as happiness, power, and
the meaning of service.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Over the past two decades, classrooms have become increasingly diverse. According to
the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), the population distribution has changed
drastically. Between 2000-2017, the U.S. population grew by fifteen percent, increasing the
number of school age children from 53.2 million to 53.7 million in 2017 (NCES, 2019). As a
result of the population increase, racial and ethnic groups have also expanded, shifting the
population distribution within the classroom. The percentage of school-aged White students
decreased by over ten percent, while the percentage of Hispanic, Asian, and students of two or
more races almost doubled (NCES, 2019). As the student diversity grows, the teaching force is
still largely white. In the 2017-2018 school year, NCES projected that 79% of public school
teachers were White and non-Hispanic. Based on the data, it is critical for teachers and schools to
be aware of these shifting demographics in order to create classrooms that are an inviting space
for all students of different backgrounds to learn and feel a sense of belonging to. Service
learning gives students the ability to immerse themselves within a community different from
their own, accessing a new demographic outside of their everyday circle. International service
learning widens the possibility of cross-cultural interaction and dialogue even further, allowing
students to travel across borders and into new countries. With increasingly cultural, racial and
linguistic diversity growing within classrooms, relatively privileged students need the
opportunity to recognize and gain an awareness of how others might live. International service
learning serves as a new and engaging pedagogy that aids in student transformation, forcing
students to critically think about their position in the world today throughout their new
immersive experience.
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Contextualizing International Service Learning
Our current climate revolves around social media, social movements, and dangerous rhetoric
from our political leaders in power regarding certain race and ethnic groups. As seen through his
political actions, President Trump led the nation through an anti-immigrant and anti-refugee lens.
Throughout office, his objectives related to immigration included building a wall, deporting
illegal immigrants, increasing vetting for admissions to the United States, and banning refugees
from certain countries.
Contrasting Trump's message, teachers and schools needed to model actions of kindness
and understanding of how different citizens around the world live and practice day-to-day.
One way to immerse students in this idea is through international service learning experiences,
providing an opportunity for cross-cultural dialogue. For these cross-cultural interactions to
happen, groups must “view one another as equals, equally sharing and benefitting from the
cultural immersion experience” (Tomlinson-Clarke & Clarke, 2010, p. 172). This is vastly
different from President Trump’s anti-immigrant and anti-refugee message. International servicelearning gives students the opportunity to interact with people who are not like them, whether
that be because of their socioeconomic status, first language, ethnicity, or traditions. As a result,
international service-learning can widen student perspectives and allow them to become more
compassionate (Meyers, 2009).
With the new compassion comes a new sense of understanding, giving young relatively
privileged students a chance to assess their own thoughts and to engage in difficult conversations
regarding sensitive, uncomfortable, and controversial topics. Majority of international service
learning research is completed through the lens of higher education, making it important to
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consider the impact of international service learning on the younger population, particularly
secondary education students, which is seen in my case study.
In this dissertation, there is a focus on students from families whose class position tends
to allow them to move into “homogeneous ‘good’ neighborhoods” with elite schools, where
there are generous resources, academic excellence, and matriculation to higher education
(Swalwell, 2013, p. 9). Providing students with an opportunity to work with communities
different from their own through international service learning is more important than ever as the
current gap between the rich and the poor has intensified and widened in the United States,
creating a growing divide. Data shows that the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the stark
contrast between the rich and the poor. The American Public Health Association found that as
low-income families struggled to keep their jobs and health care, the data suggests that “the
wealth of US billionaires has increased by $1.1 trillion since March of 2020” (Avanceña et al.,
2021). As a result, the economic gap continues to develop, producing separate groups of lowincome and high-income communities. These economic disparities have led to residential
sorting by income over the years which has in turn separated students into high-income and lowincome schools, causing students to grow up in communities physically isolated from people
different than themselves (Putnam, 2015; Swalwell, 2013).
International service learning serves as a relatively new engaging pedagogy that aids in
student transformation, forcing students to critically think about their position in the world today.
Following the Commission on the Abraham Lincoln Study Abroad Fellowship Program in 2005,
which promoted the creation of more globally informed American citizens and encouraged the
diversification of study abroad locations in developing countries, international service learning
began to evolve (Association of International Educators, 2021; Bringle et al., 2011). A
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combination of study abroad, international education and service learning, international service
learning is about producing awareness among participants, providing opportunities to develop
mutual understanding and relationships, and creating visions for social change and ways to put it
into action (Bringle et al., 2011; Crabtree, 2008). This new form of learning focuses on the whole
learner “coupled with a commitment to cultivate global awareness, responsibility, and engaged
citizenship” (Santulli, 2018, p. 99). In order for students to reach these learning goals, students
must be exposed to the real world through experiences, seeing first-hand how others choose to
live.
Statement of Problem
While international service learning is most often situated in higher education, this
relatively new pedagogy is rarely found in secondary education where students are between the
ages of 14-18. The majority of international service learning research is focused on higher
education student populations who are typically “White, sheltered, middle-class, single, without
children, un-indebted, and between the ages of 18-24” (Butin, 2006, p. 481). Additionally, most
research on service learning primarily relates to domestic service learning in higher education
and the positive outcomes it can have. However, it fails to inform teachers and schools on how to
design the curriculum for success (Astin & Sax, 1998; Eyler et al., 1999). Unfortunately, this
sole focus on student outcomes leaves us with what Kiely (2005) calls a “black box” (p. 5) when
it comes to the “how” of service learning. Few studies discuss the actual learning process of
international service learning that leads to positive student transformation of perspective and
action (Flecky, 2011; Kiely, 2005). Researchers agree with Kiely’s call for more research,
stating that more research specifically on the process of how international service learning
shapes participants’ views, roles, and thoughts would strengthen an extremely limited body of
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work in the field (Eyler, 2011; Kiely, 2004). Acknowledging these considerable gaps in the
scholarship, it is necessary to continue research in order to understand how young relatively
privileged students understand the international service learning experience and the role it plays
in student transformation.
Statement of Purpose
In response to the considerable gaps in the scholarship, the purpose of this qualitative
study was to explore how young relatively privileged students, particularly secondary education
students, understand and process their individual international service learning experience and
the role it plays in perspective transformation and sensemaking. A combined framework of Jack
Mezirow’s theory of transformation and Karl Weick’s theory of critical sensemaking informed
the research questions and supported the analysis of secondary education students’ international
service learning experience. Data from the study describe how students begin to make meaning
of their international service learning experience and what helped engender questioning,
reflection, and altered thinking.
Research Questions
At ABC High School, an international service learning trip to the Dominican Republic
was offered to students in the summer of 2019 through the Global Travel Company. The Global
Travel states its mission as the following: “Our goal is to increase access to travel-based learning
by expanding and diversifying our community of schools, educators and students to create an
intercultural educational experience for all learners” (Global Travel Company Website, 2021).
Through this experience, there was a clear opportunity to assess how students understood their
intercultural educational experience and how it impacted their personal thoughts and values. This
leads to the main research question: How do participants understand and process their new
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thoughts and feelings throughout their international service learning experience? In support of
the main research question, this dissertation explores the following sub-questions: In what ways
does international service learning impact relatively privileged high school students? How can
the international service learning experience inform perspective transformation?
Researcher Positionality
As a researcher and practitioner of international service learning for secondary education
students, I am influenced by multiple elements. Over the past ten years, I have participated as
both a volunteer and leader in different international service learning experiences. My interest in
this subject intensified after I completed an international service learning trip in Cape Town,
South Africa during my junior year in college. The experience lasted a month, changing my
thoughts and perspectives immensely. As a college student, I was immersed in a completely new
place and culture, thousands of miles away from my family and friends. This experience gave me
my first taste of global awareness and a new appreciation for how other people live their lives
differently than me. After the trip was completed, I found myself looking for other service
opportunities that had the possibility of being just as powerful, if not more. This led me to
research different programs in their effectiveness and meaningfulness to their participants.
As I started teaching science at the high school level, I continued to look for ways to get
involved in service programs and eventually took over a service focused club at my high school
called Citizens of the World. With over one hundred students wanting to do something bigger, I
eventually found a program and ran my high school’s first ever international service learning trip
to Los Rios, Ecuador where we assisted the community in building a school cafeteria. Since the
first trip was so successful, the school committed to letting me run one every summer. As the
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leader, I have had the incredible opportunity to design the curriculum and activities that students
complete while on the trip.
Although there are various studies citing how international service learning can be a
powerful educational experience for students leading to positive outcomes, there is limited
research on the curriculum, student outcomes, and learning that comes from an international
service learning experience for high school students. The majority of the research related to
secondary education refers to community service and the lack of quality programs implemented
in order to engage students in meaningful service (Jones & Hill, 2003). This research helps
identify how high school students perceive their international service learning experience while
unpacking how four different students show signs of transformation throughout the trip. In the
future, I hope this study can help inform teachers and schools who want to implement their own
international service learning experience for students. I understand that as a teacher who has
designed their own international service learning curriculum and seen how students have been
affected by the experience, that I may have bias in how high school students understand the
international service learning experience.
Finally, as the primary researcher, I gathered data through interviews, a focus groups, and
document review. In completing this research, it was important to recognize that the participants
would be sharing personal and private information with me, a teacher who is also an authority
figure at their school, in order to unpack their thoughts about the experience. I was aware that
when students spoke with me, that they saw me as a teacher first and researcher second. I also
realized that my status as a teacher within the school was linked to the service club, Citizens of
the World, which made it even more important to remain objective, and remind students to share
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their honest experience, and not a version of their experience that they thought I might want to
hear.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
As the pedagogy for service learning continues to grow rapidly, the literature is
constantly evolving. The focus of this literature review will be to explore the role and purpose of
international service learning and student outcomes. The research for service learning is
extensive but can be very particular to one domain. Looking specifically at international service
learning, this literature review aims to explore the context in which international service learning
emerged as well as its relationship to similar pedagogies situated in both higher education and
secondary education. To do this, the review will first define international service learning to
differentiate the practice from other common service opportunities. Second, it will unpack the
roots behind service learning as experiential learning. Third, it will explain the purpose behind
service in secondary education for privileged students. Forth, it will highlight studies that explain
student outcomes and challenges. Finally, it will seek to explain the purpose of international
service learning through the lens of global citizenship.
Defining International Service Learning
In order to research and study international service learning, it is critical to understand the
factors and components that make international service learning different from other service
experiences. Bringle, Hatcher, and Jones (2011) discuss how international service learning is
formed from an intersection of service learning, study abroad, and international education.
Service learning is unlike other service opportunities such as volunteerism and community
service in the sense that it is intended to benefit both the provider and recipient while focusing on
both serving and learning (Furco, 1996, p. 3). Additionally, service learning gives students
experiential immersion into the host community, providing access for students to work side by
side with the community towards a common goal.
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Similar to service learning, study abroad is another form of experiential education. Study
abroad is typically completed to benefit the student, allowing students to live internationally,
gain appreciation for a culture, develop interpersonal skills, etc. (Bringle et al., 2011). Lastly,
international education allows students to “develop skills and knowledge that are associated with
action in the international world” (Bringle et al., 2011, p. 10), and is often associated with global
citizenship. Different from both service-learning and study abroad, international education can
happen within the classroom walls by internationalizing the curriculum. Hartman and Kiely
(2014b) also note that international education requires students to assess intercultural
competence development and how it relates to different programs. Pulling these strengths from
each field of education, international service learning is a unique and relatively new pedagogy
illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Bringle, Hatcher, & Jones’ (2011) Conceptualization of International Service Learning

For the purposes of this study, Bringle et al.’s (2011) definition is used. International service
learning is defined as:
a structured academic experience in another country in which students (a) participate in
an organized service activity that addresses identified community needs; (b) learn from
direct interaction and cross-cultural dialogue with others; and (c) reflect on the
experience in such a way as to gain further understanding of course content, a deeper
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understanding of global and intercultural issues, a broader appreciation of the host
country and the discipline, and an enhanced sense of their own responsibilities as
citizens, locally and globally (p. 19).
Additionally, this definition of international service learning focuses on the education of students
in North America. It also shows the “dynamic relationship between American notions of civic
education and international perspectives on civic education” (Bringle et al., 2011, p. 11) which
means it cannot be used universally. There is no single definition of the practice, creating a major
problem in the realm of both domestic and international service learning. Unfortunately, there is
even greater variability for international service learning definitions, which leads to a lack of
clarity and large variation in what is considered international service learning (Jones &
Steinberg, 2011). In reviewing the research, there is one distinction researchers agree on, which
is the difference between international service learning programs and international service
learning courses. The difference between the two is that programs integrate several courses
together, which are all completed abroad in another country compared to individual courses
which can be completed partially in a students’ home country (Jones & Steinberg, 2011).
Finally, the definition of international service learning has been rebutted by researchers
who prefer a different terminology such as global service learning. Longo and Saltmarsh (2011)
argue that the word “international” limits the focus to the location of the service. Instead, Longo
and Saltmarsh push for a shift because while the partnerships are international, the “service
generates learning that is global” (p. 71). By changing the word from international to global,
Longo and Saltmarsh indicate a much larger scope. While some researchers use these two terms
interchangeably, international service learning will be used throughout this dissertation.
International service learning was chosen due to the small numbers of solid partnerships
available between community partners and secondary institutions. The word global indicates
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numerous partnerships that schools could choose from around the world, which is misleading,
considering the small scope of international service learning happening in secondary education
today.
Domestic vs. international.
As the research for international service learning grows, it is critical to understand the
differences between domestic and international service learning and the push to implement one
over the other in school programs. While some argue that participants can have a similar service
experience domestically (Miller & Gonzalez, 2009; Niehaus & Crain, 2013), Hartman and Kiely
(2014b) share that there are five ways that international service learning differs from domestic
service learning.
(a) GSL is committed to student intercultural competence development; (b) GSL
has a focus on structural analysis tied to consideration of power, privilege, and
hegemonic assumptions; (c) GSL takes place within a global marketization of
volunteerism; (d) GSL is typically immersive; and (e) GSL engages the
critical global civic and moral imagination (p. 56)1
Aside from Harman and Kiely (2014b), Miller and Gonzalez (2009) compared two groups of
pre-service teachers in their domestic and international service learning experiences in order to
determine distinguishing elements. Their conclusion revealed that “the international servicelearning experience may have been more powerful in terms of personal/professional growth and
questioning of previously held assumptions” (p. 535), hitting on Hartman and Kiely’s elements
of analysis tied to power, privilege, and assumptions as well as evidence of transformation into a
global citizen. (Hartman & Kiely, 2014a; Miller & Gonzalez, 2009). In contrast to Hartman and
Kiely’s distinguishing elements of international service learning, Miller and Gonzalez (2009)
shared that both domestic and international service learning have an “impact on civic

1

Hartman and Kiely use GSL as an abbreviation for global service learning
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engagement, career clarification, and the continued development of cultural competencies” (p.
535). While this meets Hartman and Kiely’s idea that international service learning provides
intercultural competence development while engaging in critical civic imagination, Miller and
Gonzalez (2009) share the idea that domestic service learning can also provide some similar
outcomes.
Niehaus and Crane (2013) further studied the differences between domestic and
international service learning, comparing the experience of students who completed domestic
service learning to those who completed international service learning along multiple variables
including: service engagement, community engagement, community/staff interaction,
community/staff/student difference, community/staff/student learning, intensity of the
experience, emotional challenge, physical challenge, social issues, reflection, journaling,
orientation, and reorientation. Results showed that “almost all of the individual variables differed
significantly based on whether the student participated in an international or domestic
Alternative Break trip, and had to do with engaging with the community, interacting across
difference, and the intensity of the experience” (Niehaus & Crane, 2013, p. 36). Due to
opportunities to interact and learn from the host community, Niehaus and Crane (2013)
ultimately show that there is a clear distinction between the international and service learning
experience.
The researchers address the fact that international service learning disrupts
students’ everyday lives through immersion and structure which opens a “special
reflective place” (Hartman & Kiely, 2014b) for discussing challenging and controversial
topics. More specifically, international immersion involves “intense psycho-emotional,
ideological, and physiological disruptions” (Crabtree, 2008, p. 21) which is often
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experienced as culture shock. The resulting reflection and discussion often requires
students to confront how their own experiences and assumptions influence the way they
think, for better or worse.
Kiely (2004) states that immersion is essential to the transformational learning
process. In completing an international service learning experience, students are able to
explore new perspectives that are limited in domestic service learning such as citizenship,
national identity, human rights, and intercultural understanding (Longo & Saltmarsh,
2011, p. 71). While researchers have been able to differentiate between international and
domestic service learning, it is necessary to acknowledge the very limited research that
directly compares domestic service learning experiences to international service learning
experiences (Niehaus & Crain, 2013).
Pillars of international service learning.
With this new pedagogy of learning, it is critical to understand the pillars that make
international service learning experiences transformational and impactful for participants.
As stated earlier, one pillar of service learning is reciprocity (Bringle et al., 2011; Crabtree,
2008; Dostillo et al., 2012; Longo & Saltmarsh, 2011), where both the provider and recipient
have a mutually beneficial exchange. Creating a reciprocal relationship between the community
and the participants avoids a provider-recipient split (Hillman, 1999). This is important to note as
Robert Sigmon, who coined the term service learning, stressed participants as both the “server
and served, caregiver and care acquirer, contributor and contributed to. Learning and teaching in
a service-learning arrangement is also a task for each of the partners in the relationship”
(Sigmon, 1994, p. 4). Neither recipient nor provider should be benefiting more from the
relationship, as that can be harmful for all involved. Participants’ experience should not reflect
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what Flecky (2011) states as a “charity model of ‘doing for, [but] instead a collaborative
partnership of ‘doing with’ the community” (p. 8). Brown (2001) discusses how participants
serving the community may be working from a position of privilege, which if not addressed with
care and preparation can sometimes lead to a negative experience, widening the space between
the server and the served. King (2004) adds on describing the position of privilege as an “ability
to walk away from whatever problem is being addressed” in the host-community (p. 123). When
working with students in an international setting, reciprocity becomes more complex. Students
need to go beyond a mutual relationship:
Students participating in international partnerships should be prepared not to have
expectations for meaningfully contributing to community change, but they can be
prepared to participate in reflective inquiry on the origins and intent of the
projects in which they participate, the relationship of the projects to social and
power structures of the host community and country, and the degree to which
their projects and activities might either perpetuate or liberate political, social, and
economic structures (Longo & Saltmarsh, 2011, p. 77).
It is clear that once in an international setting, there are more variables to consider in
order to build the reciprocal relationship. That relationship is extremely fragile and students must
discard the notion of the “helper” and the “helped” in order to truly understand what it means to
work together in community. Discarding this notion that has become so ingrained in their daily
lives as a result of being privileged can be difficult. Research shows that privileged students who
encounter injustice through experience can often feel confused, concerned, angry, or even guilty,
rather than empowered to enact change (Seider, 2008; Swalwell, 2015). For the purpose of this
review, privilege is defined as “those positioned by power relations within systems of supremacy
that are continuously shaped by historical, social, political, and economic factors and that are
made stronger when rendered invisible, consciously or not, to those who benefit from them
most” (Swalwell, 2013, p. 5-6). Unpacking the “helper” and “helped” relationship can be
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troublesome for privileged students, but it will allow students to work towards this goal of
reciprocity, which is necessary in order to build both an ethical and successful project (Crabtree,
2008).
Flecky (2011) also acknowledges that one of the many reasons that service learning is
powerful is because the “community is viewed as a partner and a collaborator rather than as a
vague entity that students come from and graduate into” (p. 11). The collaborative relationship,
when fostered with great care, teaches students how to work with the community towards a
greater goal. In a study focusing on reciprocity, researchers found three distinct orientations of
reciprocity: exchange, influence, and generativity (Dostillo et al., 2012). Dostillo et al. (2012)
found that generativity reciprocity led to a change in what participants do and who they are.
Researchers generalized generativity-oriented reciprocity as the “function of collaborative
relationship where participants become and/or produce something new together that would not
otherwise exist” (Dostillo et al., 2012, p. 20). In engaging in this new relationship, the
community members and participants both learn and evolve together, working as a team. This is
essential to a high functioning international service learning experience. Participants must agree
to teamwork from the beginning in order to “work harmoniously and make continuous progress”
(Liguori, Eckman, & Mehta, 2014, p. 295). The sense of teamwork can be built from
communication and distribution of tasks based on strengths of individuals (Liguori et al., 2014).
As participants and the host community members spend time together, this becomes more
natural.
Another major element to international service learning is time for reflection
(Ash & Clayton, 2004; Bringle & Hatcher, 1995; Bringle et al., 2011; Flecky, 2011; Giles
& Eyler, 1994; Kiely, 2004). The reflection process is important because it is the
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“primary mechanism that generates meaningful and powerful learning” (Whitney &
Clayton, 2011, p. 148). Reflection can look different depending on the program and
participants. It can be in the form of journaling, oral group discussion, or even both.
Practitioners of service learning often find it challenging to implement reflection time
authentically and purposefully. It requires attention to design and an understanding of
feelings that participants might be experiencing. While reflection is important to domestic
service learning as well, it is critical to international service learning because it provides
an opportunity for leaders to address problematic potential outcomes associated with
students being directly involved with a community that is very different from their own
such as misinterpretation, stereotypes, and judgement based on cultural differences
(Whitney & Clayton, 2011).
Research shows that the source of difficulty in implementing reflection is due to a
misunderstanding of what reflection is and little available training of strategies to
evaluate reflective processes (Ash & Clayton, 2004). Many practitioners see reflection as
the fluffy feel-good discussion that has little weight, however the opposite is true.
Reflection, when undertaken in a critical lens, serves as the thinking that links to the
doing (Rogers, 2001; Whitney & Clayton, 2011). Dewey, a proponent of experiential
learning, explained reflection as “active, persistent, and careful consideration of any
belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it, and the
further conclusions to which it tends” (Rogers, 2001; Whitney & Clayton, 2011). Without
purposeful reflection, international service learning experiences can do the opposite of
good and lead to reinforced stereotypes (Ash & Clayton, 2004). Rogers (2001) reviewed
different definitions of reflection and found the most common definition allows students
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“to integrate the understanding gained into one’s experience in order to enable better
choices or actions in the future as well as enhance one’s overall effectiveness” (p. 41).
Reflection triggers the critical thinking that leads to a change in action or choices.
Downey (2005) refers to reflection in the same way, using a metaphor of light (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Downey's (2005) Reflection Metaphor

When light passes through a medium, it is either reflected or refracted. The diagram
shows that when students go through the reflection process, evaluating information and
understanding their experience, refraction which represents the transformative learning
process is produced (Downey, 2005). Reflection allows the students to grow as a result of
their personal experience. It is important that reflection is completed with purposeful
thought as it has the power to affect students’ future thoughts and actions within an
international context.
Theory of Service Learning
In order to understand where international service learning is headed in the future, it is
important to look to the past to see how international service learning became important to the
world of education. Even before service learning was an educational term, philosophers were
developing views that are in alignment with this particular way of learning. Philosophers such as
John Dewey and Paulo Freire hoped for education reform. Their progressive views were
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different from the norm in the 1900’s, and today their theories of education reform are the major
pillars for service learning. Dewey’s philosophy for deeper learning rested on community,
interaction, and citizenship, with the ultimate goal of democracy (Giles & Eyler, 1994). John
Dewey was known for his “exploration of two basic relationships: knowledge to action and the
individual to society” (Deans, 1999, p. 16). Dewey’s knowledge to action dualism spoke to the
theory of experimentalism, where our knowledge about the world emphasizes our direct action.
His individual to society dualism referred to his principles of a democratic and civic citizen
(Deans, 1999). Dewey felt that these two dualisms could be bridged through social interaction
and experiential learning in order to form community, building the first theory to service
learning.
Both Dewey and Freire believed education could do more than produce obedient
workers, advocating for an educational system that challenged the old standards. Freire often
related traditional education to a banking system where teachers deposit information, like money,
to the students. As a result, students become dependent on the teacher for knowledge, showing
the lack of free thought (Freire, 1970). Freire believed in educating the whole learner and pushed
for a need to “critique oppressive structures within schools and throughout society” (Deans,
1999, p.15). Dewey’s theory of education focused on his ideas of democracy and suggestion that
there should be “numerous points of contact between the social interests of the school and the
community” (Pacho, 2015, p. 9). He believed students could become productive members of
society through experimentalism and reflection (Deans, 1999; Pacho, 2015). Different from
Dewey, Freire considers the political side to education, considering students’ culture, class, race,
and social order. He believed that dialogue was key to deconstructing the system of oppressed
versus oppressors. Through dialogue, Freire encouraged the development of critical
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consciousness and praxis, creating a theory based on understanding the role that power plays and
questioning why systems behave the way they do. While Freire understood the importance of
dialogue, Dewey recognized the necessity of reflection in the face of uncertainty. He believed
that “we learn from reflecting on experience” (Pacho, 2015, p. 13), leading to the beginnings of
critical thinking.
As the structure for traditional approaches to education was challenged, so was the
learning process. Jack Mezirow, a sociologist and professor, developed his theory of
transformative learning which has been key to understanding how participants transform as result
of their international service learning experience. Mezirow’s early development on the theory of
transformative learning began in 1978 where he studied women returning to school or the
workplace after an extended absence. In his research, there were many philosophers whose work
framed his theory, including Paulo Freire. Freire argued that teachers need to “form a
transformative relationship between him or her and the students” (Kitchenham, 2008, p. 107),
going against the banking system, allowing the teacher and student to both deposit information
into one another. This belief influenced his early transformative learning theory which included a
need for democracy and critical consciousness. In designing his theory, Mezirow felt that there
were three types of learning included: instrumental, dialogic, and self-reflective. In each type of
learning, three different learning processes occur (Figure 3) leading to perspective
transformation (Mezirow, 1985).
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Figure 3: Mezirow's Transformative Learning Theory

The last learning process is learning through meaning transformation. It is only through this last
process that perspective transformation can occur (Kitchenham, 2008). Mezirow defines
perspective transformation as the following:
the process of becoming critically aware of how and why our presuppositions have
come to constrain the way we perceive, understand and feel about our world; of
reformulating these assumptions to permit a more inclusive, discriminating,
permeable and integrative perspective; and of making decisions or otherwise acting
on these new understandings (Mezirow, 1991, p. 14).
Mezirow discusses how the process of perspective transformation can be difficult as critical selfreflection occurs. “He named this process ‘perspective transformation’ to reflect change within
the core or central meaning structures through which we attempt to make sense of our daily life
experiences” (Liu & Lee, 2011, p. 40). His theory of transformative learning and perspective
transformation are stepping stones to understanding student development in an international
service learning experience.
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After Dewey, Freire, and Mezirow, Ernest Boyer began to push for transformation of
higher education. Boyer, a leader in education, called upon college administration and officials to
adjust the structure of higher education in support of civic engagement in order to create a
“scholarship of engagement” (Boyer, 1990; McGowan, 2017). He believed that higher education
was failing its purpose of creating “socially engaged citizens capable of participating ethically in
a democratic society” (McGowan, 2017, p. 101) by focusing on academic research instead of
teaching. As a result, Boyer identified an absence of connectedness as a major problem. He
pushed for an improvement in communication between the faculty and a more integrated
curriculum that would give students a more well-rounded and complete college experience
(McGowan, 2017). Boyer’s rally for a new engaging scholarship built a foundation for service
learning to become situated in higher education.
Secondary Education and Service Learning
The majority of the literature and studies that have been reviewed for international
service learning are situated in higher education. When searching for scholarship that related
secondary education to international service learning, there was a notable absence of research.
The majority of the research completed with a focus on secondary education is in relation to
community-based service learning. It is important to acknowledge that community-based service
learning is not the same as international service learning. Although different, the information can
aid researchers to understand how similar issues might affect privileged secondary students in an
international context.
While privileged students often have access to more economic capital and a wellresourced school, it does not mean that they do not experience school pressures. Studies have
shown that students receiving a rigorous and challenging public education in an elite school may
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not feel comfortable to make mistakes or take the risk necessary for critical thinking (Howard,
2008). Denis-McKay (2007) echoes this problem, noting that “because the dominant culture
relies on unquestioned privilege, the opportunities to name, critically reflect, and act are equally
denied the privileged and the other” (Denis-McKay, 2007, p. 27). Based on this, privileged
students need an avenue, such as international service learning, to interact with and explore
communities that are not like their own.
In reviewing the literature regarding service learning in secondary education, it is clear
that service has always been an important pillar in a secondary education experience. In fact, a
majority of schools have made community-based service learning a requirement in order to
graduate (Jones, Segar, & Gasiorski, 2008). When interviewing students about their perception
of service as a requirement, students in Jones et al. (2008) study shared that it became another
chore on their checklist of “get it done” before you graduate. The main reason that service
became a requirement was due to advocates such as Dewey and Boyer, who recommended
service be a mandatory requirement as a way to prepare students to “assume responsibility for
living as contributing members of their community and society during and after high school”
(Jones et al., 2008, p. 6) With this same thinking, many schools serving economically-privileged
students require this community-based service as an attempt to encourage students to participate
as active and caring citizens.
While the intentions behind required service may have been good, studies like the one
Jones and Hill (2003) conducted, found that those who participated in service due to a
requirement instead of motivation and encouragement were less likely to continue service once
in college, discouraging civic and social responsibility. When students spoke about their service
experience, they lacked stories of transformation due to the fact that it felt forced and inorganic
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(Jones & Hill, 2003). Additionally, studies show that economically-privileged students tend to
complete mandatory service with a spirit of charity, maintaining their position of power, and
further reinforcing the “helper” and “helped” relationship (Flecky, 2011; Swalwell, 2015).
Researchers also recognized that relatively privileged students often capitalize on their
understanding of issues of injustice “as a way to increase marketability in a college essay or to
leverage required community service hours'' (Swalwell, 2015, p. 498), strengthening the gap
between “helper” and “helped.” Gaztambide-Fernandez and Howard (2013) share that “unless
economically privileged individuals are willing to examine their sense of entitlement and
challenge their own privileged ways of knowing and doing, being in solidarity with the less
fortunate will always remain about improving themselves” (p. 4). For high school students, that
is extremely difficult. That being said, there is also research that suggests participation in
community service in high school is a strong indicator for continued involvement and that if
done with care, students felt that the required service allowed them to gain job-related skills
necessary for college such as critical thinking, time management, and collaboration (Astin &
Sax, 1998).
With different quality service projects, structure, and procedure of implementation of
required service across schools, there is large variability in how students may have experienced
their community-based service requirement. Just touching on the literature relating service and
secondary education, it is clear that high schools are in need of quality service experiences that
will fuel students with passion to learn more about others and their way of life. International
service learning is one avenue that high schools can explore to avoid making service another
homework assignment. Although community-based service learning attempts to encourage
privileged students to take action, by and large, research has found that community-based service
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learning does not require students to critically reflect or create reciprocal relationships. Without
these important steps, students will have difficulty in recognizing power relationships, lacking
critical awareness necessary for perspective transformation (Swalwell, 2105; Westheimer &
Kahne, 20014). As high schools primarily focus on community-based service, research on
student transformation is missing.
Outcomes and Challenges to International Service Learning
In the hopes of researching how relatively young students understand and process their
international service learning experience, it is necessary to look at the previous studies completed
and their findings. Although there is limited research completed in the international service
learning field, various studies done in higher education proved helpful in determining student
outcomes or perceptions (Kiely, 2004; Liu & Lee, 2011; Meyers, 2009; Tonkin & Quiroga,
2004). Looking across the research, international service learning experiences often lead to
positive student transformation. A mixed method study done by Kiely (2004) revealed new
insight by confirming the existence of multiple forms of perspective transformation as a result of
an international service learning experience. Kiely (2004) interviewed twenty-two students who
took part in an international service learning program in Nicaragua over the period of seven
years and found that each student experienced at least one of the six forms of transformation due
to participation (Table 1). Through this study, Kiely (2004) found that students were
experiencing emerging global consciousness which he defines as “the ongoing and overall
pattern of students’ perspective transformation” (p. 9) happening in three parts: (1) envisioning,
(2) transforming forms, and (3) chameleon complex.
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Table 1: Kiely's (2004) Six Transforming Forms

In interviewing participants, the students discussed their thoughts that led to transformation in at
least one of the six forms. Looking across studies, research shows that participants often gain
moral and intellectual growth (Kiely, 2004; Liu & Lee, 2011; Tonkin & Quiroga, 2004),
increased cultural awareness (Hartman & Kiely, 2014a; Kiely, 2004; Liu & Lee, 2011; Meyers,
2009), and a more critical perspective on American values (Kiely, 2004; Tonkin & Quiroga,
2004) due to their participation in an international service learning experience.
Moral and intellectual growth.
While Kiely (2004) highlighted examples of each of the transforming forms in his study,
his examples of student moral and intellectual transformation stood out to me. Students cited
that prior to the trip, they had difficulty imagining the poverty of those in a developing country.
After working with the Nicaraguans and seeing the level of poverty first-hand, students
explained that they felt a deeper connection to the people and sense of care after seeing “poverty
transform from an abstract concept to a condition with a ‘human face’” (Kiely, 2004, p. 12-13).
Kiely’s students talked about how this experience, regardless of how short it was, was incredibly
influential and important. They felt that the experience became a “critical turning point” where
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the daily activities served as a constant reminder of the social and economic state of the
Nicaraguan community which was vastly different than their own (Kiely, 2004, p. 14). Students
added that this experience gave them a completely new perspective on the “role of community
service, value of local knowledge, and origin and nature of social problems” (Kiely, 2004, p. 10).
Through their service learning experience, students developed a relationship with the locals, and
as a result started to have a new sense of respect for their way of life and even began to question
assumptions they once had.
Additional studies completed also verified the moral and intellectual transformation (Liu
& Lee, 2011; Tonkin & Quiroga, 2004). Liu and Lee (2011) conducted interviews one month
after students returned from their international service learning experience where Tonkin and
Quiroga (2004) interviewed a group of alumni participants from the past fifteen years.
Participants shared that their international service learning experience allowed them to question
and think about what they thought they once knew (Liu & Lee, 2011; Tonkin & Quiroga, 2004).
Students questioned the definition of service, what it means to help others, and their awareness
of social situations. Questioning assumptions is an indicator of intellectual growth (Kiely, 2004)
and is instrumental in deepening student consciousness. Finally, in a comparative case study of
three different international service learning experiences, Hartman and Kiely (2014a) confirmed
that students acted upon their moral and intellectual transformation through action research
projects, fundraisers to raise awareness on social problems, and promoting service learning after
the trip had been completed.
Increased cultural awareness.
Different than the traditional classroom, international service learning provides a rare
opportunity for students to talk about difficult topics such as stereotypes and their own racial and
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cultural understandings. This leads to another commonly cited student outcome of international
service learning: increased cultural awareness. Participation in an international setting amplifies
cross-cultural learning and allows students to gain a greater understanding and appreciation for a
community other than their own (Liu & Lee, 2011) through meaningful interaction. The
international experience gives students the opportunity to interact with people who live their
lives vastly different from them, whether that be because of their socioeconomic status, first
language, ethnicity, or cultural traditions.
As a result, international service learning can widen student perspectives and allow them
to become more compassionate (Meyers, 2009). With compassion comes a renewed sense of
understanding and curiosity about how others choose to live their lives. For participants, “the
cultural learning entailed in critical global engagement meant developing the ability to reflect
critically on and deconstruct sometimes difficult and deeply held cultural assumptions” (Hartman
& Kiely, 2014a, p. 26-27). As students continuously learn about another culture throughout their
experience, they begin to respect diverse perspectives and even challenge their own cultural
norms.
Critical perspective on American values.
As students reflect on their participation in an international service project, they often
challenge their American values. Researchers, Tonkin and Quiroga (2004), found students
challenging American values such as efficiency and time. Students shared that being immersed
in the service project allowed them to recognize the limits of their power to create immediate
change in such complicated situations (Tonkin & Quiroga, 2004). Americans are known for
wanting instant gratification and instant results, and this project gave students a new perspective.
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Students also shared that participation in an international service learning experience forced
them to leave their comfort zone and caused them to “question aspects of their home culture,
such as consumerism, individualism, and the linear understanding of progress and success”
(Tonkin & Quiroga, 2004, p. 140). After living in a community with limited resources, it is
natural for students to become critical of unnecessary luxuries. Instead of wanting the newest
material things, students often feel a renewed sense of appreciation for life and diversity
(Fullerton et al., 2015).
Once in a foreign community, participants are often the ones who become the minority. For a
privileged young American, this can be a difficult adjustment and a completely new experience.
As a result, participants learn to appreciate the feelings of the host-community, which leads to a
change in their original and inflexible judgements about a community different than their own
(Liu & Lee, 2011). Hartman and Kiely’s (2014a) comparative case study showed that students
sought to “build a better world more consistent with an assumption of common human dignity”
(p. 20) as a result of their political transformation.
Challenges in international service learning.
Schools face obstacles implementing international service learning because of the difficult
logistics and challenges in preparing a trip. It is important to find a suitable community partner
abroad, prepare students to be in a new culture, and communicate with stakeholders throughout
the process. For young adults such as high schoolers, students are considered minors and extra
precautions must be taken throughout the process. While there are many positive outcomes as a
result of participation in international service learning, there are also serious challenges that must
be considered.
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One of the major challenges of international service learning is the process of re-entry to the
United States post-project. Research shows that some students experience what Kiely (2004)
calls the chameleon complex upon re-entry to the United States. The chameleon complex
describes the tension students experience when putting their transformation discussed earlier into
practice at home. Students cite that upon returning, they could not find people or space to process
their new feelings and understandings (Crabtree, 2008; Tonkin & Quiroga, 2004). Tonkin and
Quiroga (2004) stated challenges related to re-entry: “they could not find people with whom they
could share their experiences, they felt cut off from the fate of those with whom they had, [and]
they had difficulty contextualizing their experiences in their new reality” (p. 143). These
outcomes unfold as students re-adjust to their home life and have effects that are long-lasting as
students run into situations that cause them to reflect on their service learning experience due to
transformation (Crabtree, 2008). As students navigate these feelings, it is necessary to guide
them through re-entry so that students are not feeling isolated or alone.
Global Citizenship and International Service Learning
As the pedagogy for international service learning grows, researchers can begin to
understand the profound impact that this experience can have on young adults. A meaningful
international service learning experience can benefit students in many ways, but has an even
bigger purpose of creating global citizens who can critically analyze their positions within the
world. When completed carefully and with purpose, international service learning promotes both
civic engagement and global competence at the same time through cross-cultural learning
(Niehaus & Crain, 2013), developing a new theory of global citizenship. While there is emerging
literature on global citizenship, there is not one clear conceptualization of global citizenship
today (Hartman & Kiely, 2014a; Westheimer & Kahne, 2004).
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In today’s society, students are being called upon to share their thoughts and make
decisions that require an understanding of different nations. As a result, students, who are the
future citizens of society, need knowledge of how various issues such as human rights generate
dialogue that bring different people together (Nussbaum, 2002). Instead of supporting
homogenous groups, Nussbaum (2002) hopes universities think about how to contribute to the
goal of a richer network of human connections, noting that schools need to focus on creating
adults:
who can function as citizens not just of some local region or group but also, and
more importantly, as citizens of a complex interlocking world – and function with
the richness of human understanding and aspiration that cannot be supplied by
economic connections alone (p. 292).
Nussbaum’s description of a global citizen focuses on human dignity and empathy for other
cultures. Other practitioners believe that Nussbaum’s description needs to be more conscious of
the continuously evolving nature of topics such as citizenship (Hartman & Kiely, 2014a).
Focusing on citizenship, Westheimer and Kahne (2004) recognized three visions of citizenship
that would advance democratic education: (a) the personally responsible citizen; (b) the
participatory citizen; and (c) the justice-oriented citizen. Each vision varies regarding a citizens’
commitment to democracy and education, making them distinct from one another. Similarly,
international service learning has multiple learning objectives aligning to each of Westheimer
and Kahne’s visions of citizenship (see Bringle et al.’s definition of international service learning
on p. 10).
The personally responsible citizen acts responsibly in his/her community and is focused
on developing character traits such as respect, self-discipline, and acts of kindness (Swalwell,
2015; Westheimer & Kahne, 2004). Similarly, one learning objective from Bringle et al.’s (2011)
definition of international service learning is to develop a “broader appreciation of the host
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country and the discipline, and an enhanced sense of their own responsibilities as citizens, locally
and globally” (p. 19). The participatory citizen is an active member of the community,
organizing community efforts to care for others in need (Westheimer & Kahne, 2004). Again, in
the definition of international service learning, there is a learning objective aligned to the same
idea stating that students will “participate in an organized service activity that addresses
identified community needs; learn from direct interaction and cross-cultural dialogue with
others” (p. 19). Finally, the justice-oriented citizen critically assesses social, political, and
economic structures in order to address areas of injustice (Westheimer & Kahne, 2004, p. 240).
The last objective of international service learning requires students to “reflect on the experience
in such a way as to gain further understanding of course content, a deeper understanding of
global and intercultural issues” (Bringle et al., 2011, p. 19). Looking at these pieces side by side,
it is clear that global citizenship and international service learning are intertwined with similar
purpose.
Understanding what it means to be a global citizen, the type of citizen needed in today’s
society, and how international service learning plays a role in promoting this is challenging.
Hartman and Kiely’s (2014a) comparative case study attempts to unravel this dynamic through
discussion with various participants. They recognize the ongoing struggle of disrupting
“institutional arrangements that cause harm” (p. 32) while articulating the complex ways that
students understand their international service learning experience. In this particular study,
Hartman and Kiely (2014a) asked students what global citizenship meant to them based on their
international service learning experience. Overall, students found it difficult to put into words.
One student responded:
Being a global citizen then, to me, is to be understanding and accepting of the fact
that the world does not revolve around an individual, a culture, a society, a
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country, but around the pantheon of those that exist in our world. Ultimately,
having the mind-set that no one way to live is the right way, and then allowing or
desiring equal opportunity for those who choose to live differently, is the crux of
being a global citizen (p. 23).
Following data collection, Hartman and Kiely (2014a) suggested a model for global citizenship
that includes six learning outcomes with associated actions (Table 2).

Table 2: Hartman & Kiely's (2014a) Dimensions of Global Citizenship

It is evident that participating in an international service learning experience pushes students to
challenge their own views and expand their thinking. Understanding that there is no single “right
way” to live, breaks down the Western hegemony that has been dominant for so long.
International service learning works against this commonplace narrative by fostering
relationships that support and create trust across different groups of people, creating a sense of
solidarity (Keith, 2005). Service learning is so much more than personal transformation. It can
serve as the “catalyst for change in which students challenge the marginalization of others on a
broader level” (Meyers, 2009 p. 377). Our young privileged students need experiences like this
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so they can begin to critically analyze their own position and role in this world. These
experiences have the ability to create thoughtful agents of social change which is necessary now
more than ever.
Service Learning in the Curriculum
In order to give students the opportunity to critically analyze their position and thoughts
outside of an international service learning experience, there is literature tied to universities and
colleges attempting to integrate service learning into the curriculum in order to provide students
with a similar positive experience. Bringle and Hatcher (1995) identify the following steps for
successful implementation of service learning in the curriculum including “planning, increasing
awareness, developing a prototype service-learning course, acquiring resources, programmatic
expansion, recognition, monitoring, evaluation, research, and institutionalization” (p. 112). In
order to create a successful program, there must be planned faculty development in order to
create a common understanding of the implementation. The authors discuss the importance of
finding common vocabulary regarding service learning in order to avoid misconceptions,
assistance in teaching faculty the new pedagogy while curriculum revision occurs, increased
support of faculty while trying something new, and institutionalism (Bringle & Hatcher, 1995, p.
113).
As discussed earlier, one of the two pillars of service learning includes reflection.
Practitioners of service learning within a curriculum have found that reflection allows students to
see multiple perspectives and gives service learning a place in all subjects. In a book about
service learning embedded in an engineering curriculum, Tsang (2000) states that “servicelearning demands that students consider the gray areas that inevitably arise when dealing with
social issues and incorporate them into the problem-solving process” (p. 39). He goes on to
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discuss how engineering faculty have revised their courses, providing the opportunity to inspire
students to reflect and think in new ways that can encourage creativity and make them better
engineers and better citizens (Tsang, 2000). The addition of a reflective experience allows
students to imagine their own place in this world and how they contribute to society, paralleling
the mission behind service learning.
While it is possible to create service learning programs within the curriculum, it requires
a lot of work and support from faculty and staff. At this time, there is a wide variety of service
learning programs with varied methodological approaches being implemented across all different
levels of schooling (Richards et al., 2013). Literature supports that “adolescents can more fully
engage in reflection, and thus use service-learning opportunities to evaluate themselves, their
roles in their schools, neighborhoods, and communities, and their relationship
to community issues and societal problems” (Richards et al., 2013). Although there has been
increased popularity of service learning pedagogy within school curriculum for all students, a
majority of the programs are inconsistent in curriculum and remain in higher education, similar
to international service learning.
While this dissertation discusses the transformative experience that an international
service learning experience can provide for young privileged students, it is important to note that
there is an underrepresentation of minority students in international education programs due to
various barriers including: financial constraints, family support, anxiety about the unfamiliar or
lack of previous travel, etc. (Acquaye & Crewe, 2012, p. 765). This is where the ability to
participate in service learning within a school curriculum would benefit all students.
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Conceptual Framework
International service learning engages students in an experience that is unlike other
service experiences. Built upon the experiential learning theories of Dewey and Freire, as well as
Mezirow’s theory of transformative learning, international service learning shows promise with
several benefits, as cited in the literature review. This study will involve interviewing, facilitating
a focus group, and reviewing student journals for document review. Through data collection,
participants will have the opportunity to engage in deep reflection, making sense of their
international service learning experience. All students participating will be enrolled in ABC High
School in suburban Illinois in the United States. Applying sensemaking theory, this study seeks
to unpack how participants process their new thoughts and feelings following an international
service learning experience. The diagram below reflects the impact that an international service
learning experience can have on a student when implemented with care and purpose. As leaders
guide students through their individual processes of understanding and moments of dissonance,
literature shows the in-practice benefits. These positive outcomes can lead students to become
agents of change who continue service in some capacity as they get older.
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Sensemaking, founded by Karl Weick, “occurs as a result of shock, or break in routine”
(Helms Mills, Thurlow, & Mills, 2010, p. 183). International service learning disrupts students’
day to day routines, especially because high school students are still dependents, allowing for
multiple sensemaking events. “Explicit efforts at sensemaking tend to occur when the current
state of the world is perceived to be different from the expected state of the world” (Weick,
Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005, p. 409). Once a new sensemaking event takes place, uncertainty
occurs, causing participants to make new meaning based on their current experience and
knowledge. Sensemaking is based on seven properties and is not a linear process. The properties
are identity construction, retrospection, extracting cues, driven by plausibility, enactive of the
environment, social, and ongoing (Helms Mills et al., 2010). Weick’s original theory of
sensemaking assumed that all the seven properties carried equal weight and was “limited by an
under focus on issues of power, knowledge, structure, and past relationships” (Helms Mills et al.,
2010, pp. 187-188).
Critical sensemaking, a refinement from Weick’s work, offers a “framework for
understanding how individuals make sense of their environments at a local level while
acknowledging power relations in the broader societal context” (Helms Mills et al., 2010, p.
190). One major component of critical sensemaking is the centrality of identity construction.
When describing identity construction, Weick said, “what the situation means is defined by who
I become while dealing with it or what and who I represent” (1995, p. 24). This process of
identity construction can also be described as individuals projecting their identities into a new
environment and seeing it reflected back (Helms Mills et al., 2010). Critical sensemaking “shifts
focus to how organizational power and dominant assumptions privilege some identities over
others and create them as meaningful for individuals” (Helms Mills et al., 2010, p. 189). Whether
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it is known or not, students often have experiences that lead them to privilege some identities
over others. Through critical sensemaking, participants of international service learning may find
themselves experiencing perspective transformation and/or a sense of global citizenship, leading
to the benefits cited in the literature. The lens of critical sensemaking will allow me to dig deeper
to understand how participants' previous assumptions influence what is important to them and
how that changes when what is perceived is different from the expected. Each students’ process
of understanding their international service trip is unique and different, which is why it is
necessary to study participants’ reflective experience.
Conclusion
In a pedagogy that is continuously evolving, it can be frustrating to not have precise
answers. This pedagogy has the potential to be an incredibly influential and powerful experience
for students that changes the way they think and act. With no universal definition, framework, or
practice, international service learning is constantly changing and calls for more research. That
being said, Hartman and Kiely (2014a) share that the lack of knowledge requires us to be humble
and reminds us “of the possibility of our own, perhaps unintentional or unwitting, complicity in
perpetuating structures of exclusions and patterns of oppression” (p. 33). This constant
questioning of the current pedagogy is exactly what early philosophers of experiential learning
and perspective transformation including Dewey, Freire, Mezirow, and Boyer hoped for so long
ago.
As classrooms are becoming increasingly diverse, students need to be given the
opportunity to recognize and gain awareness of how others might live. Giving students this realworld experience through international service learning would be a starting point for this very
important discussion. In light of the limited literature and research on international service
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learning, practitioners are continuously trying to understand how an international service
experience is impactful and meaningful to participants. As more research has been completed, it
is clear that international service learning is a transformative pedagogy, possibly aiding students
in transformation to becoming global citizens of society. Based on what has been reviewed,
research on how young privileged secondary education students understand and process their
unique international service learning experience needs more attention moving forward due to
major gaps that warrant further inquiry. Crabtree (2008) expresses the need for a deeper
understanding of international service learning, calling it “the way forward” (p. 30).
Comprehending how international service learning shapes participants’ views, roles, and
thoughts would strengthen an extremely limited body of work in the field (Eyler, 2011; Kiely,
2004), opening the conversation to why schools need practices like international service learning.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
The purpose of this research was to explore the perceptions of students who participated in a
meaningful international service learning experience in order to understand how the experience
was impactful and beneficial in their lives. How do participants understand and process new
thoughts and feelings throughout their international service learning experience? This
information can then be used to advise schools and teachers on how to lead and aid students
throughout their international service learning experience. This particular research was done
through a qualitative lens. In determining this approach, I looked at the main questions framing
this research study and determined that they are interpretive in nature, and therefore suggested a
qualitative approach. Interpretive research questions are ones “that seek to explore meaning of
things, situations, and conditions for the people involved” (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019, p. 129).
The questions stated probe for a greater understanding of how relatively privileged students,
from their perspective, understand their international service learning experience.
This particular study was a case study, studying student perceptions on an international
service learning experience in the Dominican Republic. A case study is appropriate to studying a
bounded system of what is to be explored within a community, organization, or specific time.
Typically, case studies are very detailed, and draw on various sources of data collection,
allowing the researcher to then draw themes and patterns from results (Creswell & Poth, 2018;
Yin, 2017). Although detailed, a good case study can be unique and still have transferability. In
choosing a case study, it is important to consider both the advantages and disadvantages of the
approach. Yin (1984) discusses a major advantage of the case study approach which allows
researchers to observe the subject within the natural environment. This can produce authentic
data, as the subject is not isolated in an unfamiliar environment. Yin (1984) also mentions
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disadvantages. A common criticism of the case study method is its specificity, leaving other
researchers to question whether data can be transferred to similar programs from a single case.
With every advantage and disadvantage, researchers today have continued to use the case study
method in undertaking an in-depth exploration of a specific phenomenon.
Rationale for Research Tradition and Approach
Between the push for a new pedagogy that further engages students and the promise that
international service learning shows, it is critical to engage participants in the discussion of how
they process and understand new thoughts and feelings as a result of an international service
learning experience. A qualitative methodology was chosen for this research in order to analyze
participant feedback and then interpret how students understand their own growth throughout the
experience. More specifically, this study was approached as a qualitative case study. Particular to
a case study, the case is bounded by both time and place (Creswell & Poth, 2018). For the
purposes of this study, this case was bounded by junior and senior students from ABC High
School in a suburban area of Illinois who participated in a ten-day international service learning
trip to the Dominican Republic in the summer of 2019. The literature shows that service learning
defies quantitative solutions as no service learning experience is the same, yet most research
done in this subject area is quantitative (Asghar & Rowe, 2017). To truly understand how
participants may grow or experience perspective transformation, a qualitative approach was
warranted. This particular study analyzed how students’ perspectives, thoughts, and beliefs
changed in relation to international service learning, as well as students’ thoughts about what
made the experience meaningful and transformative.
Additionally, this research was a case study due to the priority placed on producing a
“contextualized deep understanding” (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019, p. 105). A contextualized deep
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understanding is necessary for this study because the data being collected is all based on a
specific place or study in context where the researcher was not. After reviewing the types of case
study, an instrumental case study was selected. An instrumental case study “uses a particular
case (some of which may be better than others) to gain a broader appreciation of an issue or
phenomenon” (Crowe et al., 2011, p. 2). As international service learning begins to take place in
secondary education, this case study aimed to develop an in-depth understanding of how students
process and make sense of their own individual experience, leading to personal transformation.
Through focusing on the relationship between participants and their international service
learning experience, educators and practitioners will further understand how students make
meaning of their trip and how to best assist students in their learning about themselves and their
position in the world, which is why an instrumental case study is the most appropriate
methodology for this study.
Research Setting/Context
This study consisted of interviews of secondary education students who completed an
international service learning experience in a small remote mountain community in the
Dominican Republic through the Global Travel Company. While in the Dominican Republic,
students interacted with the local community members and worked on a community service
project. The service site was in the remote mountain communities of the Dominican Republic
where students had little to no outside communication. The participants of the trip come from
ABC High School (a pseudonym) in a suburban area of Illinois.
Research Sample and Data Sources
Originally, prior to selecting ABC High School, I planned to explore how various
teachers structured their service trip, while checking if they were implementing journaling and
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reflection. I hoped to connect with a trip leader that included nightly journaling because
reflection is one of the major pillars to international service learning. As a result, I reached out to
the Global Travel Company, who I had worked with through ABC High School, to put me in
contact with other high school teachers and leaders who were leading international service
learning trips at their schools. Shortly after talking with multiple school leaders, schools began
cancelling their trips to protect student health and safety due to the COVID-19 pandemic. As a
result, I knew that I would need to shift my focus to a group of students who had already
travelled and participated in their international service learning experience prior to the pandemic,
leading me to a group of students who I had taken on an international service learning trip the
year prior, in the summer of 2019.
Before beginning my study, I sought University Institutional Review Board approval
(Appendix A). Following approval and prior to data collection, I reached out to ABC High
School’s Principal for Teaching and Learning to ensure that my research would be completed
within the school guidelines. As a teacher at ABC High School, no participants who could be
potentially enrolled in my class for the fall semester could be included in the study in accordance
with research ethics guidelines. As a result, I looked at the roster of students who traveled to the
Dominican Republic in the summer of 2019 and emailed all participants who met the
requirements of being an eleventh or twelfth grader who was not enrolled in my class for the Fall
of 2020 about a small presentation on my study via Zoom. I gave a small presentation on my
study to the students in order to discuss potential participation. At the end of the presentation, I
surveyed eleventh and twelfth grade students on their interest and willingness to participate. For
participants who missed the meeting, I prepared a statement describing the study, and shared it
with the participants via email.
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Students were asked to participate in all three methods of data collection including
individual interviews, a focus group, and document review, but had the option not to. In my
previous experience of leading international service learning trips, the group is typically small
with fifteen to twenty-five students. Based on ABC’s High School list of students who
participated in the international service learning trip to the Dominican Republic, there were
sixteen students contacted with the recruitment email with details of an informational zoom
meeting about the study. Following the initial zoom presentation, six students responded
showing interest in the study.
For all interested participants, I held a second informational zoom meeting with their
parents. At the meeting, I went over the details of the study including the fact that participation
was voluntarily. Additionally, interested participants listened to a presentation about the time
commitment, consent forms, and data collection necessary for participation. After discussing
these details, four students who travelled to the Dominican Republic in the summer of 2019
committed to being part of the study. To minimize the risk for student participants,
confidentiality was ensured. All students were given pseudonyms and precautions were taken to
protect their identity throughout the study.
Data Collection Methods
For data collection, I used the following qualitative data collection methods: interviews, a
focus group, and individual document review. While this may seem like a significant amount of
data to analyze, it is typical of a case study to incorporate many types of data, drawing upon
multiple methods. Due to the large amounts of data in a case study like this one, triangulation
was critical in order to get a detailed understanding of the phenomena. Data triangulation can
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also be used to further verify evidence of the themes and patterns collected (Bloomberg & Volpe,
2019).
Due to the fact that this trip to the Dominican Republic was completed internationally
with the school in 2019, there were no observations used for data collection. As a result, I
planned to complete individual interviews with all four participants for 45 minutes to an hour in
order to go in depth about their international service learning experience. Each participant
completed one individual interview with me. The purpose of the interview was to get the
participants’ perspectives of their service experience, and to further ask them questions that
would get at how the experience transformed their thoughts, feelings, or current views of the
world. In listening to the participants’ perspective, Brinkmann (2018) highlights a significant
point that the interview is not a “dominance-free dialogue between equal partners” due to the fact
that “the interviewer’s research project and knowledge interest set the agenda and rule the
conservation” (p. 588). In response, it is critical to continuously reflect on the interpretation of
participants’ responses to interview questions in order to accurately represent the participants’
views.
There are three common interview methods: structured, semi-structured, and unstructured
(Qu & Dumay, 2011). My interview technique fell between structured and semi-structured.
While all four individual interviews were based on a general interview guide that I developed
(Appendix B), there was flexibility for probing and expanding with a basis in conversation.
Throughout the interview, I digitally recorded verbatim with participants’ consent. The
interviews were all conducted via zoom to ensure safety while in the COVID-19 pandemic.
Following the recording, I used a transcription service for the individual interview. Following the
transcription, I listened to the audio file again, editing and ensuring that the transcription was
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correct. While transcribing, it is important to remember that researchers are “choosing what to
present and how to re-present it” (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019, p. 194), which gets at the
importance of reflecting on ways that participants words are interpreted for research.
The second source of qualitative data I collected is through the focus group. The focus
group included three of the four participants and took 45 minutes. The fourth participant declined
participation in the focus group due to other commitments. According to research, a focus group
allows for a more fluid conversation amongst the participants and the facilitator, leading to more
flexibility to explore a range of opinions, perspectives, and ideas (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019).
The focus group served as a group discussion focusing on the theme of how students processed
the international service learning experience, both on site and back at home. Different from the
individual interviews, the focus group allows the researcher to take a less active role in data
collection leading to less bias (Qu & Dumay, 2011). As a result, the conversation is oftentimes
more candid, engaging a range of opinions, and revealing further depth of participants
(Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019). The focus group was conducted via zoom to ensure safety while in
the COVID-19 pandemic. The discussion was based on several key questions (Appendix C), and
participants were able to interact throughout the questioning. Again, I captured students’
thoughts by digitally recoding verbatim with participant consent.
In line with identifying a program where a teacher includes journaling, the third source of
qualitative data that I collected was student journals for document review. In international
service learning experiences, reflection plays a major role in the experience, and many
participants are required to keep their own personal journals. Throughout the international
service learning experience in the Dominican Republic, students journaled every night in
response to a specific prompt provided by the group leader, as well as an overview or recap of
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their day – what they did, what they tried, and their new interactions. Because the journal entries
were written independently of the research study, the documents offer a valuable resource for
confirming insights gained through other methods of data collection” (Bloomberg & Volpe,
2019, p. 196). The point of the document review was to get information from the participants at
the time of the service. Documents such as journals portray the values and views of the
participants while in the setting, which in this case was the Dominican Republic, and cannot be
considered neutral (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019). Document review cannot be considered neutral
for two reasons. First, the journals were written through the participants’ perspectives and the
lens of what they believe and know. Second, the researcher and reader may not have the same
background or understanding as the participants, possibly interpreting the journals through their
own conventional knowledge. While I did not have the opportunity to collect observations of the
students on the trip, the journals gave insight into each student’s thoughts and feelings
throughout the trip, helping me isolate important moments that shaped their experience. In order
to study the documents, students were asked to share their journal, which I scanned for further
review with their consent. All students understood that they could share as little or as much of
their journal as they felt comfortable with. By taking careful precaution to understand the
documents in their original contexts, the participant journals served as a strong piece of data.
Data Analysis Methods
In studying student interviews, the focus group, and student documents, materials were
coded for emerging themes. As the data was analyzed, it was important to keep in mind that a
“case study is often analyzed through methodological eclecticism, while keeping the main
objective of a contextualized understanding as the ultimate objective” (Bloomberg & Volpe,
2019, p.105). Towards this end, as I engaged in my first round of open coding with the various
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methods of data collection, I underlined key moments that were related to how students process
their own international service learning experience and how the experience can be
transformative. In order to best understand the findings that came from each individual students’
experience, the materials were coded drawing on elements of the constant comparative method.
As I went through the transcribed materials, I wrote one code per line that represented
what had been read. Bloomberg and Volpe (2019) state that the purpose of the coding is not to
individually “label” the material, but instead to look at all the topics and “bring them together” to
be reviewed and assist in the development of the topic (p. 240). The coding process is the first
step to analyzing the data and takes time as each individual code gives meaning to the research
question from a participant perspective. Saldana (2016) describes a code as the following:
A code is a researcher-generated construct that symbolizes and thus attributes interpreted
meaning to each individual datum for later purposes of pattern detection, categorization,
theory building and other analytic processes. Just as a title represents and captures a
book, film, or poem’s primary content and essence, so does a code represent and capture
a datum’s primary content and essence (p. 4).
Following the open coding, I studied all the individual codes that emerged and categorized them
into groups for focused coding. The focused coding led to a clustering of codes that produced
general themes related to my research question. I then went through all the transcribed material
again, highlighting specific participant perspectives related to the general themes: blue for
immersion within the community, pink for a comparison to home, and orange for the questioning
and reflection on personal values and beliefs. Following the identification of themes, I used a
template to visualize the narrative by theme which helped me hone in on the details including the
codes and keywords that led me to that specific theme, an overview of the phenomenon, findings
and outcomes from other studies’ that support the theme, participant perspectives or quotes that
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are relevant, and questions that move the findings into action (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019, p.
257).
Issues of Trustworthiness
Qualitative research is often evaluated on two major pieces: 1) how clearly the evidence
is presented, and 2) how true the researchers’ descriptions and analysis represent the reality of
the situations studied (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019). If the research is valid, it will meet these two
criteria, validating the work and reassuring the reader that the study is of value. Lincoln and
Guba (1985) state that the credibility, dependability, confirmability, and transferability of the
researcher and data are strong indicators of the level of trustworthiness in a study.
To ensure credibility, I implemented three suggested strategies – journaling/reflexivity,
prolonged field engagement, and triangulation (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Before diving into the
data, I consistently took notes on my role as the researcher and my biases that I bring to the study
as a teacher at ABC High School. By keeping a journal of lists and notes, I was able to address
the complexities that present themselves throughout research. Aside from journaling, I was able
to ensure credibility through triangulation. Due to the use of multiple sources of data, the
information gained across each method was compared through triangulation in order to
“corroborate the evidence” (Bloomberg and Volpe, 2019, p. 204).
Second, I used Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) technique of an audit trail and peer review to
establish dependability. I kept a record of all my notes and audio-recorded interviews and focus
group for which the results could be confirmed. I did this by documenting the procedure for
participant recruitment, data collection, data analysis, and coding for themes. Additionally, I
practiced peer review with colleagues and my dissertation committee. I vetted the interview and
focus group questions by asking members of my dissertation committee to review and provide
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critique of the questions I had prepared for my participants. By having a clear record of notes and
multiple sets of eyes review the questions for participants, I reduced the potential bias of a single
researcher approach, while simultaneously ensuring the consistency of emergent themes
(Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019).
Third, I employed Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) strategy of journaling to demonstrate the
confirmability behind the research. As a researcher, biases and personal background impact our
interpretations of data. In qualitative research, the researcher is the “primary instrument…and
must be conscious of challenging herself or himself and also be open to be challenged by others
in systematic and ongoing ways” (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019, p. 205). Journaling allowed me to
critically reflect throughout the process and push me to see the biases I may have as the
researcher. Through this technique, I hope my findings from this case study can be applied to the
larger context of international service learning experiences, giving readers a foundation as to
what factors participants of this case study believe should be included in a service learning
experience so that it is meaningful and transformative.
Fourth, I implemented Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) strategy of thick description to show
transferability. Transferability “is, in summary, not the naturalist’s task to provide an index of
transferability, it is his or her responsibility to provide the data base that makes transferability
judgements possible on the part of potential appliers” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 316). Through
thick description, I provided detailed descriptions of my data collection experience, including
where the interviews and focus groups occur, the time both take place, and other notable aspects
of the data collection in order to provide readers with an understanding of the setting.
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Limitations & Delimitations
As the researcher, I am aware that my findings are limited to the students and time in
which the research was completed. It is important to acknowledge the limitation of studying
participants who were only engaged in a ten-day international service experience, which is a
short period of time for students to experience transformation of thought, beliefs, and views. A
second limitation includes the fact that international service learning programs in secondary
education are limited in terms of the length of time of programming and not robust enough,
resulting in a small sample like the four students in this study. Another limitation is that not all
schools represent a diverse group. Many of the schools who run these international trips require
students to pay, allowing young privileged students to attend. Finally, the last limitation was not
being able to travel with participants, limiting my ability to make observations on site.
Aside from the limitations, there are also delimitations that are important to recognize.
While the service trip potentially includes up to twenty-five students, there is a delimitation of
working with only four students because it is manageable for an individual researcher.
Additionally, there is a delimitation of intentionally choosing to research the experience of
privileged students. By choosing to research the experience of privileged students, there is a
difference between home life and life on the service trip, providing an opportunity to research
how students make sense of these changes. With these limitations and delimitations in mind, this
study has the potential to provide evidence of how students understand their international service
learning experience and ways that it can change their perspective.
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Chapter 4: Findings
Introduction
The purpose of this qualitative research is to explore how young relatively privileged
students, particularly secondary education students, understand and process their individual
international service learning experience and the role it plays in perspective transformation and
sensemaking. In order to understand student experiences, students were interviewed individually
and in a focus group a year after their international service learning experience. Students also
submitted their personal journals for document review in order to study their thoughts while
physically abroad.
Paired with the main research question, this study also sought to investigate the following
sub-questions: In what ways does international service learning impact relatively privileged
students? How can the international service learning experience inform perspective
transformation? In order to probe these questions, the data collected from individual interviews,
the focus group, and document review were coded and analyzed, producing three overarching
themes regarding how students seem to process their personal international service learning
experience: immersion within the community; the questioning and reflective process; and lessons
beyond the service site.
Student Immersion Within the Community
As the students shared about their international service learning experience, a primary
theme of immersion within the community emerged. All four students talked about their firsthand experience of working and living at the international service site with the community
members. Based on participant responses throughout data collection, students’ thoughts on how
immersion within the community influenced their international service learning experience
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diverged into two subthemes: interacting with the community first-hand and comparison to
home.
Interacting With the Community First-hand. A prominent finding in my research was
that students described how interacting socially with the community members was instrumental
in helping them learn about a different way of life and understand the impact of their work due to
cross-cultural interaction. All participants are females from a relatively privileged high school
with generous resources and opportunities. Alexa, Morgan, Sarah, and Caroline all traveled to
live and work in a remote mountain community in the Dominican Republic for four days on their
international service learning trip. An example of how interaction with the community members
assisted students to learn about the culture is when Alexa, a senior, was asked about the
community she visited while on the service site in her individual interview. Alexa stated:
And then with the kids, we just played with them and, honestly, I think that we got
[more] of a benefit out of it than they did because, obviously, they had fun, but I think
that we obviously had our eyes opened to, um, the reality of other cultures that we
wouldn't have gotten without meeting these kids, and it’s memories that I'm not gonna
forget, and it's relationships that we're not gonna forget.
For Alexa, being physically present on the service site with the kids allowed her to learn about a
culture that was different from her own. The relationships that she formed with community
members opened her eyes to a different reality than her own that she would not have known
about prior to the trip. By going on the trip, Alexa is able to observe and be part of a community
different from her own, creating memories and friendships that would be impossible without a
first-hand experience such as immersion. Morgan, also a senior, found that interacting with the
community allowed her to learn something new. Morgan shared:
I think that having like direct contact with, um, the people we were impacting in the long
run and just like the host community, as you were saying, um kind of, um, made us more
aware of like the culture, especially, and just, um, their values, their morals, like what
they consider to make them happy in life.
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Despite being in a completely new place with unfamiliar surroundings and people, Morgan and
Alexa felt that by interacting with the community, they gained cultural awareness while learning
about local values and beliefs. By embracing the community and engaging in social immersion,
students showed signs of transformation in both the cultural and moral forms, indicating an
emerging sense of global citizenship (Hartman and Kiely, 2014a). In addition to learning about a
new culture, students talked about how interaction with the community allowed them to further
understand the impact of their time and service work. In the focus group, Sarah, a junior, shared:
So I think by like actually meeting the people that we're gonna be helping it forms that
like relationship and you get to really like, think about who you're helping and like why,
and it makes it like, it just makes you like, understand better. And it just made me feel
like better knowing like who I was helping. So that way, like, I felt like I was doing
almost like more service because I got to meet who I was helping and I could understand
like how it would affect them.
By getting to know the community members and learning about their way of life, Sarah
understood how her time and work could impact them. And by knowing the community
members personally, Sarah felt her work was even bigger and more impactful. The relationships
she built allowed her to empathize with the community and gave even more meaning to her work
compared to working with an organization at home. Similar to Sarah, Alexa noted the distinct
difference between her previous service experiences and working hand in hand with the
community:
We did get to meet and interact with the people whose lives will be changing from it.
And so I think that that makes all the difference between the service we did there and
what the differences between Help the Hungry Organization, where you don't meet the
people or see the impact, um, because doing service is really our way of saying thank you
to them for, you know, having us live with them and making us meals every day.
For Alexa, she understood her time and effort as a form of gratitude in exchange for the
community opening their home. It is clear that the physical immersion with the community
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allowed them to understand their service work differently from their service work at home.
Sarah found that meeting and working with the community allowed her to view the service as
even more significant than if she had not known the recipients of her work. Alexa viewed the
service as a form of appreciation for the community who took care of her while abroad and away
from her family. That feeling of gratefulness would not have been possible without getting to
know the community members at the service site and is absent when doing service work at
home.
Lastly, students discussed how the physical immersion within the community gave them
a completely new experience. No student had lived in a foreign community for an extended
period of time prior to this international service learning trip. Caroline, a senior, found that
interacting with the community gave her an experience that she could not get within school
walls. Answering a question about how building the relationships with the community affected
her, she commented:
I just wanna be able to talk to, like, everyone that I meet. Like, if I can know every
language, like, I would. 'Cause then you can just hear, like, what they have to say, like,
and how they really wanna say it, like, in their own words instead of, like, maybe a
paraphrased version. And, like, that's something you can't find, like, in a textbook. Like,
you have to go and talk to these people to hear, like, what they've gone through to get to
where they are.
Caroline’s experience is not one she could just read about in a textbook at school. Working and
talking with the community at the service site was a unique experience that gave her an
opportunity to learn about community members and their stories. Without immersion, this would
not be possible. While immersion does not always have to be international, it is an important
factor outside of the typical classroom that disrupts students' daily lives, creating space for
students to learn and grow. If immersion is not possible, the closest experience to international
service learning is international education where the curriculum is internationalized to include
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the “study of commerce, law, health practice, culture, history, language, and political and social
issues associated with a country or region of the world, as well as discipline-based studies with
an international component” (Bringle et al., 2011, p. 11). If done with purpose, students may
experience a similar transformation, but there is a need for more research, especially in the
secondary education setting. For these students, the immersion within the community provided
them with an experience unlike anything else. Upon reflection in her private interview, Alexa
shared that living with the community provided her with some unexpected lessons that she would
not have gotten without going to the Dominican Republic:
And like just seeing them try to help us like with anything they could just kind of made
me like, like I need to be more like this in my own life and these kids are elementary
school and like... I'm in high school. I should know this by now but like, I think that the
process of it is just kind of like a realization. Like, you have to have your mind open to
like learning from kids who you might not think you're gonna learn anything from. But, I
feel like a service trip is something you need to go in, into open-minded and like, um,
ready to experience something new because you don't know what it's gonna be like until
you get there.
Prior to leaving on the service trip, Alexa could not predict what living with the community was
going to be like. At home, Alexa is surrounded by like-minded students and families, preparing
for higher education and beyond. Alexa is already planning to go to college for nursing and then
hopes to go to graduate school to pursue her physician's assistant license. In the Dominican
Republic, she talks about how she was surprised to find herself learning from kids in the
community who were much younger than her. Even as a guest who is more economically
privileged than the host community, the kids still went out of their way to try and help with
anything they could, which was more than she could have expected. She described how she
would explain the international service learning experience to someone who did not go on the
trip:
I think it's something you kind of just have to go to experience, but the best I can explain
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it is like, um, you learn so much from the people you meet there, even though not
everything you learn is like verbally. It's just like the way they act, you can learn things
from them, but I just think like it's an experience I'm not gonna get anywhere else.
Aside from the social aspect, it is important to note that through physical immersion with the
community, Alexa was able to absorb new lessons that she would not have learned elsewhere
through action and observation. By living with the community, she was able to learn in a
different way from the classroom, which is typically through reading and conversation. Here, she
watched the interactions and relationships within the community and learned something new. As
the students observed and formed new relationships with the community, they were given a new
opportunity to become global citizens, gaining knowledge and awareness of other cultures and
how they live.
While students can learn a lot from interacting with the community, it is also important to
note the delicate balance that must be maintained between the host community and the
participants. Caroline was the only student who touched on this when discussing her immersion
within the community and her recommendation to go on a service trip. She said:
Um, just like, you need to prepare yourself and you need to understand that, like, you're
doing a good thing for them but also it's their community and their culture. And, like,
you're not there to step on any toes. You're really just there to add to what they have
going on.
Growing up in a household that exposed her to different situations and different ways of life,
Caroline feels strongly that it is important that students prepare themselves before signing up to
participate in an international service learning experience. While the interactions are critical in
students’ understanding of their international service learning experience, so is intention. The
community does not exist just for international service learning opportunities. The community is
already full of rich history, friendship, and culture without these participants. Caroline expanded
on the importance of preparation prior to immersion with the community:
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You have to do your homework and don't just show up and, like, think... Like, if you are
someone who, like doesn't really go on trips or doesn't travel or just pretty much stays
local, like, you need to, like, either be prepared for a shock. But you don't have to do...
You can take steps on your own to, like, minimize that.
To conclude, a major reason that students were able to process and understand their personal
international service learning experience was due to immersion within the community. While
each of the students worked and lived within the same community, students found that
interacting with community members first-hand was important for different reasons. It allowed
students to gain awareness of another culture, further understand the purpose of their service and
time, and experience something completely new and different.
Comparison to Home. Throughout my research, students constantly compared their
experience living and working with the community to their home life in an upper-class suburb of
the United States. This comparison to home provided students with multiple new perspectives
that they would not have had without connecting and living with the host community. An
example of how students compared the community to their home is when Morgan shared:
I think, the kids there, they really wanted to learn. I feel like when we are at home,
everyone just kind of goes to school because they have to, they do their homework
because they need a good grade for college, but these kids, they seemed so interested in
learning, and just very um like interested in exploring like their atmosphere, like the
world around them, and just I don’t know, just gaining every bit of knowledge that they
can.
Interacting with the kids in the community showed Morgan that there was a passion for learning.
Compared to her experience at home where she felt her fellow students might go to school to
check the boxes and secure their future in higher education and beyond, these students in the
Dominican Republic did not take their school experience for granted and were generally
interested in learning. Sarah also commented on the school and how it was significantly different
from her school experience:
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We kind of were driving up to it, and there was, like, a couple, like, smaller, like, houses.
And they didn't really, like, look like how our houses in the United States look. Uh, they
were a lot, like, smaller, and it looked mostly made out of, like, wood or just, like,
different, like, um, materials. And the school was pretty small. It was about the size of,
like, one of our classrooms at ABC High School. And, but all the kids really, like, you
could see there was a sense of community. They all, like, would play and, like, laugh
with each other and just, like, smile with each other. And just, you could tell they were all
really close-knit and just, like, they all really supported and cared for each other.
Making the comparison that the size of the entire school for the kids in the Dominican Republic
equaled the size of a single classroom at her school, Sarah thinks about the differences between
ABC High School and the community school. Despite the size of the school, Sarah notices the
smiles, happiness, and sense of community from the kids. She continues:
I feel like people in the United States aren't always so appreciative and don't take the time
to, like, smile at other people and, like, stop and say hi. So it was cool to experience, like,
so much friendliness in the Dominican Republic.
By living with the community, Sarah was able to experience the communities’ friendliness and
how they truly cared for one another. Alexa also noticed a difference in specifically the kids’
friendliness. She says:
Like, we’re from a whole different country, like a whole different world, I feel like, with
the culture comparison but these kids would just grab our hands and say, like, “Let’s go
play,” and like bring us somewhere...Like, it was just like so different and it’s like unique
to see kids who are this young like really breakout out of their shell and just talking to
people.
Similarly, Caroline commented on the communities’ happiness compared to home. She says:
I also think people were really happy... Day to day I'm not always around people that are
happy (laughs)? Like, that sounds weird but, like, everyone was just, like, happy to be
there… Like, happy to be, like, in the sun and just, like, meeting kids. Like, being, like,
making friends. And, like, it was, like, just like smiles all the time.
Sarah, Alexa, and Caroline felt the connection and happiness within the community, even after
only being there for a couple of days. By working with the community, students were able to
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recognize the distinct differences in kids' passion to learn, their school environment, and a strong
sense of community between the Dominican Republic and at home.
Lastly, when asked about the differences in her day-to-day routine at home and at the
international service site, Alexa touches on the language barrier. She explains:
If I couldn't remember a word in Spanish, I'd point to it and be like, "How do you say
this?" And then they'd tell me. Um, so, that was cool. That's something you, you never
experience... here, obviously, because English like is the main language. So, I'd never
experienced like a challenge like that, being like, okay, I need to think through what I'm
about to say before I say it because I only know so much Spanish and these kids are
fluent and then they talk really, really fast.
The challenge of not being able to communicate freely was completely different from the
participant’s experience in the United States. The language barrier tested their abilities and
forced participants to try something new. Sarah adds, “it was just really different to go
somewhere where, like, almost no one spoke English, so to kind of be out of my comfort zone a
little bit.” Participants pushed themselves to communicate with community members, which was
difficult given all the different experience levels with Spanish. With Spanish being the local
language, participants became the minority and experienced that it can be a difficult adjustment
to communicate simple commands or questions. Trying to communicate through the language
barrier forced students to get creative and try new things that they wouldn’t normally do at home.
Comparing their service experience to their home allowed students to see the parallels
and the divergences of their lives, providing them with new perspectives and appreciation. As a
result of the immersion with the community, students were able to see distinct differences with
their own eyes regarding schooling, community relationships, and peer-to-peer communication,
leading to deeper thinking and reflection on their own international service learning experience.
Questioning Previous Understandings
Another overriding theme in this study is that students experienced multiple moments of
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disconnect and tension from what they thought they knew prior to the international service
learning trip. This finding is highly significant in terms of understanding how students’ previous
thoughts and assumptions change when what is perceived is different from the expected.
Through discussion with participants, there were two distinct topics of questioning: the meanings
of service and happiness.
Meaning of Service. All students in this study had some service experience prior to the
international service learning trip to the Dominican Republic. In each private interview, students
discussed their prior service being local and through a school, church, or distinguished program
such as Help the Hungry Organization. As a result, all participants already had some
understanding or connection to what service meant to them. In this particular case study, students
defined service while on the service trip in their journals and then discussed the disconnect and
questioning of the meaning of their service in their interviews and focus group.
In students’ journals on day five, there was a prompt that read: If you had to describe the
word service to others, what would you say? How is this experience different from the previous
service you’ve done at home? Participants wrote the following in their journals:
Sarah: For me I feel like service is choosing to help others in need without wanting
reciprocation/anything in return. To do service, you shouldn’t want something monetary
or physical in return. You should be doing it out of the kindness of their hearts. This
experience is different from previous services because we get to actually meet people we
are helping and form connections with them. Also, this service is long-term while my
previous ones were kind of short-term.
Alexa: I would describe service as the act of giving your time, spirit, or privileges to
others who need it selflessly. Being in the DR right now isn’t like anything I have
experienced before. I love being able to matter and make an impact on the lives of others
in the world.
Caroline: Service is giving whatever you can to someone else. It can be tiny or huge. I
think your act of service must impact someone or something. This experience is different
because it is impacting me. At Help the Hungry Organization, I leave the same person as
I came. I know this service will be different and more impactful.
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It is important to see each students’ description of service in order to comprehend each student’s
prior thinking. All students defined service as an action for another person or community. Over a
year later, when students were asked to reflect on their thoughts and feelings throughout the
week, students shared an initial feeling of disconnect with the service being completed. In the
focus group, Morgan shared:
And, um, when we started doing the actual service, I was very, like, I was like grateful
that we were doing that and really like happy to finally be giving back. But, um, I think
the different way that we gave back with the ecotourism also made it, um, like fulfilling,
but a little less, like with the immediate feeling of fulfillment, because we weren't doing,
like, we couldn't see immediate and, um, like tangible results because we weren't doing
like as much labor and as much like physical service.
Alexa added on:
Yeah. I think that's a problem that lots of people have with service is not seeing the direct
results. So if you go somewhere like Bernie’s Book Bank, or if you go to um Help the
Hungry Organization, you don't necessarily see what, who it's going to or how it's
helping. And I think it's definitely like a problem lots of people have. I mean, even I was
like, when you were in Dominican, like I knew what we were doing was helping where
it's just like, not what I expected. Like none of us knew what to expect, and I think that's
what made the trip so interesting was that it was really just, you had to be like along for
the ride.
And Sarah chimed in:
And then when we got to the service, um, Morgan was kind of talking about like how we
expected, like one thing, and how like the service was a little bit hard to like really feel
like you weren't doing something because at first I wasn't really sure like how this was
gonna help the community, and like, it felt smaller than it was, but then when it was
explained to us, I kind of, like was able to understand it better. So then I was able to like
reflect on our service and really think about how it was gonna help people. And so my,
like views kind of shifted a little, and I feel like throughout the whole like week, my like
emotions definitely, like shifted a lot.
The difference between the expectations and reality of the service project really had the
participants thinking about the importance of the work for the community. Morgan, Alexa, and
Sarah were not sure how their time and efforts would impact the community and needed
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assistance to see the importance of their work, causing changes in their thoughts and feelings
throughout the trip. Initially, participants described a feeling of disappointment or confusion with
their work. Sarah mentioned an explanation to help with her lack of understanding which she
writes about in her journal. She wrote:
Eventually we headed back to the main cabin where Mateo and Santiago explained the
importance of our work and how some signs had the names of certain plants so that
people nearby could learn about the environment, it could allow kids nearby to be tour
guides, and how the gold swallow homes would help balance the ecosystem because it is
all a chain (like what I learned in biology!).
Sarah continued and wrote about her admiration for the community leaders, describing them as
“lights.” She talked about Mateo, Camila, Santiago, Carlos, Alejandro and the other tour guides
as being lights due to their willingness to share and teach their culture to complete strangers.
Caroline wrote about the explanation from the leaders as well:
We all worked in the warehouse. I had to sand some signs and get them smooth so they
could be painted, re-sanded, and varnished. We did that for a few hours. Then we talk to
our guide, Mateo, and the guy that runs the whole place, Santiago. They told us how our
service is important because it promotes balance. It helps the farmers because the golden
swallows eat bugs that eat crops. We’re helping the economy!
Without that explanation, students may have struggled even more throughout the week, leading
to potential problems such as negativity or misinterpretation of the value of their service work.
Understanding the bigger picture of the service work is a difficult task for secondary education
students, which is why it is important for young participants to have access to teachers and
community leaders to facilitate understanding. Thinking back to that moment of disconnect of
the service work in her interview, Caroline shared:
There were some times where there were lots of people who viewed things differently.
Like, the, the meaning of service and, like, our job doing service. Because most people
picture, like, a shovel, like, in the dirt. And that wasn't necessarily, like, the case.
Participants were all processing their experience in different ways at different rates. Alexa talked
about going with the flow even if it was different than expected, where Sarah and Morgan
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needed the leaders to address the disconnect in order to better comprehend the purpose of their
work and the impact on the community. In contrast, Caroline never questioned the work, but
shared her understanding of the project and how she thought service could take on different
shapes and forms outside of a shovel and dirt. Thinking about how the difference between the
expectation and reality of the service project might have formed, Morgan sheds some light on
why students might have been questioning the service. She said:
I think, we kind of, it was a little hard to like see at first, because the service trip the year
before us, they were building schoolhouses, they were working with concrete and doing
like heavy labor. So at first, it was a little difficult to see the direct impact that we were
making.
For the participants in this case study, their service project included promoting ecotourism. The
International Ecotourism Society defines ecotourism as “responsible travel to natural areas,
which conserves the environment and improves the welfare of the local people” (TIES, 1990).
Participants did this by clearing pathways, sanding signs, building birdhouses, and working with
the kids in the community. Klein and Lawver (2007) discuss how ecotourism “emphasizes the
development of cultural tourism activities that benefit the local indigenous citizenry to a far
greater extent than any other form of tourism” (p. 99). The promotion of ecotourism differed
from a previous international service learning project that worked on building schoolhouses with
concrete. Even though students defined service as an action for another person or community in
their journals, there is another hidden assumption that service includes labor that leads to direct
results and immediate change. Reflecting on how her thoughts continued shifting, Morgan talked
about how she would describe her international service learning experience to someone who did
not go on the trip:
It’s not like the hard labor type of service that they probably expect, and how like we
were making a difference um in a different way that people might not always consider to
be direct service, but how we like impact, we possibly impacted the kid’s futures, we
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impacted like the economy around them, and we opened like our own eyes, I think we
impacted ourselves, so I kind of like to explain that it changed my mindset, as well as like
helping and doing service out there.
It is clear that students’ ideas of service changed multiple times throughout the trip and over the
past year. Seeing how Morgan got to the point where she could explain her evolving definition of
service to someone else is critical to understanding how high school students process their
experiences. Similar to Morgan, Sarah added, “I think it was cool to learn a different meaning to
service and how not all service is, like, doing something that has an impact right then and there.”
While students might have had a preconceived idea of what the service work was going to look
like, they were open and willing to share about their struggle to understand the true meaning of
their work which is essential to understanding how they process their experience.
Seeing that their definition of service was still evolving a year later, students were asked
what parts of the trip they considered to be service. Their initial definitions of service were
similar, yet students all looked at the experience differently. In the focus group, Alexa started by
saying:
I would say like the whole trip in general, um, was service in different ways. And like I
said, even just going, we are now more aware of how people there are living and we can
help them afterwards rather than just while we were there. And, um, like they said, with
the eco-tourism us, um, bringing profit for them is like definitely helpful. And, um, even
not just a service we did, but you've been just talking to the kids, I think, um, like we
could see how happy they were just to communicate with us, which is something so
small, but like they just seemed so happy and really grateful that we got to talk with
them.
Sarah responded:
Yeah. I don't know. Like, I, I don't know if I'd consider, like when we spent time with the
kids like service, but like Alexa was saying definitely like beneficial to like both us and
the kids. I feel like, because the kids like, like Alexa was talking about, felt appreciated,
and they like were so happy to see us, and like spend time with people like outside of
their community. But it also was very eye-opening for the, like all of us, to see like how
these kids like lived, and like how, and for me, at least it was interesting to see like the
parallels between like the kids and the Dominican Republic and like the kids, like in my
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neighborhood, like here, and how the differences, but also the similarities. And I think, I
don't know if I'd consider it service, but it was definitely like, um, mutually like
beneficial.
And finally Morgan added:
I think for me, at least like the main part that I considered service was when we were
actually like at the site and working with the children, just because that was just, um, I
feel like that was more emphasized as our part of service. And I could see the affects a
little bit more by like having direct contact with the kids. And, um, and when we like
built the bird houses with them, when we made, like, when we cleared the trail, like there,
I kind of saw more results quicker, which is why I think I consider that more of a service
and with the ecotourism part of it, I considered like that location more effected by that.
And like, um, I think that's why I always thought that was more of the service. But like
thinking about it more, I could definitely see how, like going to the other locations could
have been like another aspect of service.
International service learning trips are a unique experience, different from person to person. As
Alexa stated earlier, her prior service experience led to direct results and change. In a more
complicated situation like an international community, that instant result did not occur, leading
to the questioning of the service. In order to encourage school leaders to use this engaging new
pedagogy of international service learning, there must be a larger conversation about guiding
high school students through a discussion about their service so that they may reach a point of
comprehension.
Meaning of Happiness. The second topic of questioning came from observing the host
community and the people around them throughout the trip. As students reflected on their
experiences, it became evident that students’ definitions or views of happiness transformed.
Caroline, Morgan, and Sarah specifically touched on the meaning of happiness and how the trip
shaped their thinking. Caroline shared:
I definitely thought about happiness and, like, it doesn't necessarily mean one thing. Like,
you can get it from so many different places and, like, there were so many kids there that
were just really happy. And I was like, okay, that's, like, really admirable. And that was
something I tried to take with [me].
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Caroline found that she could learn a lesson about happiness from the kids within the
community. She admired the joy she saw within the kids through laughter and their interactions
with one another, and wanted to apply that to her own life back at home. Morgan also considered
what she observed in the community and related it to the significance of happiness. She
articulated:
Um, we kinda talked about this earlier, but like how they didn't need like everything to be
happy. And obviously, it helped, like, having more and our, our service, like, helped with
their future opportunities and, like, the quality of life. Like, they're still incredibly happy.
And like, they wouldn't like, um, I don't think they would consider themselves to be
missing out on anything. And I think that's what it kind of showed me to be like, um, that
I don't need everything, like, I don't need like success and like money and all these like
material things in life. And they kind of really opened my eyes to like, um, the
significance of like, just your happiness.
Morgan contemplates how the host community seemed incredibly happy without the same
luxuries and amenities. She mentions that the community did not seem disheartened by their
circumstances, but instead, happy with what they have. This allowed her to take into account that
happiness is not constrained by material things or success. In her private interview, Morgan
expanded:
I think I learned a lot about like just enjoying the little pleasures in life. Like, the kids that
we met, they didn’t have necessarily everything that we do, they had like used coloring
books, they had a one room school house, they had, they didn’t have a playground or
anything… so just, they made the most out of everything that they did so just, it didn’t
really seem like they wanted anything else. Like that was where they were happy. They
loved going to school, they loved being around their friends, and that was just like their
paradise I guess.
Morgan learns that happiness is about “enjoying the little pleasures in life” after seeing the kids
in the community exemplify that. The kids made the most out of the little that they had, yet they
were still happy and full of joy. Morgan continued about the misconception that happiness is
related to materialistic things:
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I think that one of the misconceptions about it is that they're like in dire need and that
they, like, they won't survive without these. And they won't like be happy without these.
And they just like, um, that they're kind of like less than us because they don't have these.
I just think those are common misconceptions that, um, people might have a lot and
through like, seeing that, um, and like seeing the community with our own eyes, we, I can
see like how that's the furthest thing from the truth.
In living with the community, Morgan saw first-hand how incorrect her misconceptions really
were. The happiness that the community members embodied was not due to materialistic things
but instead because they were surrounded by friends who supported one another. Similar to
Morgan, Sarah contemplated how the host community perceived their living condition:
This has just been such an eye-opening experience. I like, like Alexa said, like it's one
thing to hear about it, but it's completely different to actually see people living this
lifestyle and having less than like we do, but also how happy they were. That was like
one thing that really like hit me was how they were like, so happy that we were there and
they didn't like really like, seem to notice like that they didn't have as much as we did, but
they were just so like appreciative and so like happy. And I think that was another big
thing is how like, happiness, like doesn't always like occur because you have a lot of
money. Like it could just be because you have a community you care about.
Sarah also noted that money might not be the key to happiness, but instead a community of
people who you care about. Finding people who lift you up and support you like the community
they were living in showed participants that happiness can be defined differently than what they
thought it might have been. As these students question their definition of happiness, they critique
the narrative that happiness comes from success and consumerism propagated by dominant U.S.
cultural and social values, highlighting the pathway to perspective transformation.
To conclude, the questioning of the definition of service and happiness is an important
part of understanding how students process their unique international service learning
experience. It is evident that no student understands their experience the same but that
questioning can lead to critiquing or a larger discussion of the topic which leads to sensemaking.
As students experienced service and happiness in a different way than they had previously
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known or expected, they had to make sense of it in a new way given their experience and
information at hand leading to a new understanding of service and happiness. This process gives
relatively privileged students a new outlook and an opportunity to reassess the previous
assumptions they once had regarding meaningful service, success, and happiness. Following the
trip, all the participants were able to leave the Dominican Republic taking their new perspectives
home, setting in motion the lessons beyond the service site.
Lessons beyond the Service Site
The third and final theme that emerged from the research are the lessons that students
learned beyond the service site. This last theme emerged as students discussed how the trip
impacted them as a young adult today. The students framed lessons beyond the service site in
three different ways: renewed gratitude and appreciation, importance of continuing service work,
and recognizing different global status. As a result of immersion within the community, the
questioning of previous understandings, and reflection, these new realizations emerged, allowing
students to further unpack their unique service experience.
Renewed Gratitude and Appreciation. When prompting students to share how their
international service learning experience impacted them as a young adult, a prominent finding in
my research was that students often talked about a renewed gratitude and appreciation in life.
Due to the fact that these participants grew up in a relatively privileged suburb, going to a remote
community with limited resources allowed students to see a different culture and socioeconomic
status that they had never experienced. After living in a different community, students became
more aware of what they had and more critical of what they needed to be happy. Alexa shared
her thoughts:
When you see just how, like, little some of these, um, students there, um, had, like, it
makes you feel like you should be appreciating what you have, um, regardless of how
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privileged you are because you are way better off than many other people are and they're
working their hardest just to survive, and it also kind of made me like feel bad, uh, like
about myself because these kids are so grateful for everything.
Like Alexa, Sarah also reported a feeling of appreciation and awareness:
I think just in general, um, seeing how, like, happy these people were, or the kids were,
even though they didn't have everything that we did. It kind of made me rethink my
priorities a little bit and think about how lucky I am and how I should be more
appreciative of everything that I do have, because there are people that don't have what I
have and don't have the experiences that I have.
Alexa and Sarah talked about a new appreciation, fueled by guilt for what they have after seeing
how grateful and happy the host community is, with much less. As a result, students often find a
renewed sense of appreciation for what they have and empathy for how different people live
around the world.
Listening to the students talk about their renewed gratitude shows one of the many ways
that international service learning can serve relatively privileged students. In order to see how
students might reach this pivotal point, students were asked about their thought process and
pathway to gratitude and appreciation. Interestingly enough, the students shared that it happened
almost immediately in the focus group discussion:
Alexa: I don't know a good word for this, but we are very fast. Go, go, go in America.
And, um, everything is high tech and everyone works here. You work there and you work
your hardest and like, um, that's just things that we prioritize [in America]. But seeing
that their life is more like enjoying nature, because that's what you have here, was just
like really interesting to see the different perspectives... I would say that gratitude thing,
it's just like right when you saw their lifestyles, you could compare them.
Morgan: Yeah. I would agree that it was like pretty immediate, like with the whole
gratitude. Like it was really just, um, like Alexa said, like as soon as you stepped off the
plane, as soon as you like saw the community we were at, it was just like, wow, like this
is very different. And I think that gratitude for me is just deepened throughout the trip,
just with every experience, every like encounter we had with the kids, every like, um,
labor thing we had to do, whether it was like big or small, like, um, I think it was just
like, I was thinking about all of the, um, like the little things that we have back at home
that we never really appreciate or notice, like we have workers to do certain things. We,
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um, have like air conditioning, we have all of that. And just to like go through what the
kids and the people in those communities, um, just like their daily lives, like, um, I, I just
felt myself like become more appreciative of what I've always had and more grateful.
But, um, I kind of like always felt it and I thought it was, um, it kind of deepened within
me like as soon as I got home too, just to come back and be more aware of all of the little
things that I took for granted, just, um, just to see those little things and remember what it
was like to live without them.
Sarah: Yeah. Like, well, Alexa and Morgan were both saying, um, there's definitely, like,
I felt like really appreciative and I like that gratitude was like very like instantaneous and
I could like automatically like, feel it, but I feel like over time it's kind of changed
because at first, like when we were actually like on this service trip, I was so appreciative
and I was just like really reflecting on like my life and like the like people's eyes in
Dominican Republic. So it was like what we were doing. So I was, that was like all I
thought about, but then when I got home, it kind of shifted because I was like, oh, I want
to like make this a big part of my life and I thought it would be like the center of my life
for a while, but I feel like over time it's kind of shifted where it's not like what I think
about like all the time, but I'll think about like the service trip every once in a while. And
it'll really like bring up those feelings again. So although like that gratitude isn't the same.
It's still there, like it's still, like inside of me.
Based on their conversation, all of these high school students perceived their shift in appreciation
and gratitude as immediate. Contrasting to the literature, it can be difficult for economically
privileged individuals to recognize and acknowledge their own privileged ways before being able
to feel gratitude and appreciation. In this case, being able to compare different perspectives and
lifestyles allowed the students to appreciate things they might take for granted on a daily basis,
leading them to feel instant gratitude. This gratitude will remind students of what it was like to
live with less, creating empathy for lower socioeconomic communities, and encouraging further
action beyond the service site.
Alexa mentioned the American priority of working and getting things done quickly
compared to the much slower pace in the Dominican Republic. Seeing a different outlook on life
gave the students an opportunity to see the positives in lifestyles different from their own. While
the gratitude was instantaneous on the trip, according to Morgan and Sarah, it also continued to
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grow and evolve following the students' return to their life in the United States. For Morgan, she
became aware of what it was like to live without the little luxuries such as air conditioning and as
a result, noticed the little things that she might have taken for granted. For Sarah, she thought
that this new experience would be all that she thought about upon her return due to all the
relationships and reflections she made in the Dominican Republic. Instead, she found that her life
does not revolve around the gratitude and appreciation gained from the trip, but that those
feelings and memories still resurface. In conclusion, similar to my findings on questioning
known values, the way that students were able to articulate their shift in perspective to reach a
point of gratitude gives insight to each individual student’s process of understanding, suggesting
that each student’s service experience is individual to their own background and experiences that
they bring with them.
Continuing Service Work. A second lesson that students emphasized learning while
participating in the international service trip was the importance of continuing the work outside
of the trip. Literature shows that community service hours are a common requirement in
secondary education but lack time for reflection or reciprocal relationships (Jones & Hill, 2003).
If implemented without care and detail, this can contribute to a diminished interest in service in
the future, discouraging civic responsibility. Unlike community service, following their
international service learning trip, students discuss a deeper connection to service and the
importance of continuing the work.
Alexa and Caroline touched on how the trip gave them a stronger connection to both the
people and the activities done through their service club, Citizens of the World, back at home.
The service trip gave students an opportunity to build relationships within the community, but
also with other participants from their own community. Caroline said:
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I feel like, well, with, um, Citizens of the World at School, I feel a lot more connected to
that club and the people in the club and, like, the people that went on the trip. I feel, like,
a lot more connected to them and knowing that they, like, are, like, like-minded and that
we have, like, the same passion to help other people.
In addition to feeling more connected with other club members, Alexa talked about activities
completed through the service club that further assisted the community she worked with in the
Dominican Republic:
I'm really glad that we did things like send school supplies to them or send them letters
because I think that, along with a service trip, it's important to keep up with the
communities because going once isn't gonna change anything. I do think that the little
things we have done after the trip, as a school and as a club, um, with Citizens of the
World, has been really impactful, too, probably because they didn't have school supplies.
They didn't have, you know, books for every single student. They didn't even have
classrooms for every single student. So, it's like the little things we can give, we can send
to them or we can give our time to, um, really will make an impact in these communities,
I think.
She mentioned the value of keeping up with the community and how her service club provided
an opportunity to send letters and school supplies. Alexa continues to be an agent of change,
even after returning from the Dominican Republic, maintaining her relationships with the host
community and sharing the importance of the continued work with students who did not go on
the trip. Instead of finding service at their school as a requirement, students strongly identified
with their service club and the projects they worked on that directly impacted the community that
they lived in. Without this experience, students would not have known that this community of
kids existed and what resources the community might find helpful.
Outside of feeling a stronger connection to their club, students talked about wanting to
continue service work in general due to a renewed sense of civic responsibility. Research shows
that a meaningful international service learning experience has the potential to promote the
development of global citizenship, creating global citizens who can critically analyze their
positions within the world and take responsibility for learning and assisting others in need.
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Westheimer and Kahne (2004) focus on the continuously evolving nature of citizenship,
recognizing the personally responsible citizen, the participatory citizen, and the justice-oriented
citizen. After returning home from their international service learning trip, students cite a
renewed sense of responsibility to contribute and help in any way possible. In answering a
question about how she feels she might have changed following her trip, Morgan stated:
It also showed me that like people in other countries may not have the opportunities that
we do to like do as well as they can, so it kind of showed me that if I have a chance to
help, and if I am given the opportunity to like um help them like… have more
opportunities in any way that they can that I… I feel like I’ve done that a lot more and
I’ve just kind of jumped at just every opportunity I can to help people out, whether that’s
a small scale with friends or a larger scale like going on the service trip.
After learning about a community different from her own, Morgan has eagerly jumped at
different opportunities to engage in service work, no matter how small or large. Like Morgan,
Lauren talked about the importance of helping people upon returning:
I think, I want to help others more and just seeing how, like, even just being around, like,
those kids, like, it just put a smile on their face. And it makes me want to, like, be, like,
kinder to people and just, like, do more service and help people, because, um, like I, like I
said, like, I do have a lot of, um, a lot more things than other people do. So I think being
able to help people is important to me.
Both Lauren and Sarah exemplify values of the participatory citizen who is an active member of
the community, organizing and participating in community efforts to care for others in need. As
a result of their international experience, perspectives shifted and students realized the
importance of continuing their service work - both globally and locally. While students work
through their changing ideas of what meaningful service looks like, they will be able to apply
their criteria to their work at home through local service as well. With a commitment to both
global and local service, these students will continue to provide opportunities for different
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communities while educating other students who did not travel internationally about the
importance of the work.
Recognizing different global status. The third lesson beyond the service site that
emerged from this research was a new understanding of different global status. After returning
from their trip, students reflected on a changed comprehension of living in poverty. Alexa
shared:
I would definitely say that the service trip like opened my eyes to many, um,
circumstances like you hear about, but you don’t necessarily see like, you know, that
people live, um, in poverty and live with next to nothing, but you don’t really understand
that until you see it and getting to see the kids and the school that they went to that only
had two rooms that weren’t even separated by a door. It was just by like half a wall which
was just like crazy because again, you hear about it, but you don’t understand it until you
see it.
Making relationships with people in the community who lived in the host community opened
Alexa’s eyes to the reality of what it was like to live in a lower socioeconomic community. This
specific community had less access to western technology and resources, but a larger sense of
community and pride. Picturing the way that some communities might live was difficult to
imagine just based on hearing about it in textbooks or the news. Seeing the living conditions
first-hand helped Alexa understand the circumstances. For Morgan, meeting the community
members helped her see that living in poverty does not necessarily equate to unhappiness or an
inability to survive:
I think that, um, something I've learned about this is that like service is not always having
to like, like save someone's life. I think that's something that people always think they're
doing, but I think what we actually did was just give them more opportunities to, um, like
decide their own path and like decide how they wanna live if they want to like seek out
greater opportunities where, um, service might give them like a greater chance of like
receiving that. But I think something that is further from truth is that they're not happy
without it. And that they won't like, um, like survive without it.
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Morgan was able to come home with a realization that going to work in a less economically
privileged community will not “rescue” someone from their living situation, but instead could
possibly provide community members with a different livelihood in the future. By identifying
this misconception, Morgan is highlighting the “white savior” complex that is all too common
when white Americans of privilege feel that their help can “save” someone, often from a global
south community. In this case, Morgan combats this way of thinking and sees the work she
completed that supports ecotourism as a new opportunity. By clearing pathways, working on
signs, building birdhouses, and going on the service trip, Morgan thought it might give the
community members an opportunity to further make a living by opening their remote village for
tourism if that is what they wanted to do. In her private interview, Morgan reflected on what she
learned by participating in an international service learning experience:
It’s a completely different experience than going to like the Dominican Republic on
vacation and staying in a resort. I feel like when you’re there, you’re very secluded to like
the more modern, more developed side, and I think it’s really important to see with your
own eyes like what other cultures are like what um, um what it’s like in the less
developed areas, just to see, um, just kind of expand your horizons and be more aware of
the world around you as a whole and also just like making a difference is always good
and, um, just kind of, like when you go on a service trip, like every body counts, every
person is making an impact, and they kind of, they’re very appreciative of every single
person who goes there, so just um, not everyone wants to do it, so if someone has the
opportunity to, I think that they definitely should cause’ it’s beneficial for the
community, it’s beneficial for yourself.
While her service work did not liberate the community from their challenges, Morgan found that
the service work provided her with a new awareness of what life might be like outside of her
own community. She also discusses the fact that every body counts, and that if there is an
opportunity or possibility to work with a community, that other young privileged students should
go because of the mutual benefits and reciprocity that occur as a result of working together.
Creating a reciprocal relationship is key to a successful international service learning experience
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and shows participants what a collaborative partnership looks like. This allows students to learn
from the community while working together and closes the gap between the “helper” and
“helped” notion.
Similar to Morgan, Sarah also found that the lessons she learned from working in the
Dominican Republic would be valuable for others to learn. She noted a realization that her
community is in its own “bubble” and that going on the trip provided her with understanding of a
world outside of that bubble:
I also think that like, ABC High School is kind of like its own little bubble and like we're
all so like fortunate. And like, we have like all these like things that like other
communities don't. So I feel like people don't take the time to think about other and really
like, see how they're like living and like what they're going through. And like Morgan
said, I think this would be really beneficial for other people to kind of see how other
people live and just, um, did make me more appreciative. And I think it would like make
others appreciative and others could like really like understand other people better too.
By participating in the trip to the Dominican Republic, Sarah experienced life outside of what
she has always known. Prior to the service trip, Sarah had never been out of the country. This
was her first steppingstone to seeing how other people live. Beyond the service site, she found
that her experience provided her with the ability to understand people better too. In learning
about an entirely different community, she felt more appreciative and open to learning about
communities of different global status, a lesson she could carry with her into every new travel
experience. As students started to recognize what a different lifestyle might look like, their idea
of how people live outside of their own community changed. While they come from a more
resource rich and privileged suburban community, the service site was completely different. On
the trip, students were completely immersed in their service work, and it is not until these
individual and focus group interviews, a year after the trip, that Alexa, Morgan, and Sarah begin
to recognize their misconceptions of poverty or a lower socio-economic community and how
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learning about these communities can give participants a new awareness and understanding of
people outside of their own community.
Overall, my findings showed that through each of their individual experiences, these
participants identified three lessons beyond the service site, including renewed gratitude and
appreciation, the importance of continuing service work, and a new recognition of a different
global status. These lessons beyond the service site help answer both sub-questions: In what
ways does international service learning impact relatively privileged high school students? How
can the international service learning experience inform perspective transformation? As the
participants recognize these lessons beyond the service site, they are finding purposeful ways to
incorporate their experience into their daily life back at home, while identifying changes in
cultural, moral, and political transformation.
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Chapter 5: Analysis
Much of the literature around international service learning is relatively new and focused
on higher education. With limited research on international service learning in secondary
education, there is much to learn in order to produce the positive outcomes that are common in
literature including: moral and intellectual growth (Kiely, 2004; Liu & Lee, 2011; Tonkin &
Quiroga, 2004), increased cultural awareness (Hartman & Kiely, 2014a; Kiely, 2004; Liu & Lee,
2011; Meyers, 2009), and a critical perspective on American values (Kiely, 2004; Tonkin &
Quiroga, 2004). Despite these positive outcomes, there are also challenges to international
service learning, questioning if young relatively privileged high school students are mature
enough to discuss and learn from complex issues and conversations that come from international
service learning experiences.
My study aimed to explore how students process and understand their international
service learning experience. Due to the limited research related to international service learning
within secondary education, it was my hope to obtain more information on how young relatively
privileged high school students understand their unique and complex experience and how it
impacts them as young adults.
In support of the main research question, how do participants understand and process
their new thoughts and feelings throughout their international service learning experience, this
study also sought to investigate the following sub-questions: In what ways does international
service learning impact relatively privileged students? How can the international service learning
experience inform perspective transformation?
Following data collection, my findings showed the following. First, much of how the
participants processed and understood their experience came from immersion within the
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community and a comparison to home. Regardless of their background, students learned a lot
about themselves and others by working directly with the host community and seeing a different
culture first-hand. Second, students discussed the importance of questioning previous
understandings including the meanings of service and happiness, leading to the start of
perspective transformation. And third, lessons beyond the service site became invaluable in
assisting these young relatively privileged students in finding purpose in service and recognizing
differing global status around the world. From these findings, two fundamental points of analysis
emerged in terms of how students have come to understand their thoughts and feelings
throughout their international service learning experience: acknowledging the gap between
expectations and reality and growing into a global citizen.
Acknowledging the gap between expectations and reality
The first research question sought to determine how participants understand and process
their new thoughts and feelings throughout their international service learning experience. For
the purposes of my study, these insights were recorded as participants described their
international service learning experience almost a year after returning from the Dominican
Republic. Due to the fact that international service learning is not popular in the secondary
education setting, this was the first international service learning experience for all participants
involved in the study. As a result, all participants noted unrealistic or incorrect expectations
regarding the service work and/or the host community. In order to process these differences,
participants needed to acknowledge their previously held beliefs and adjust them accordingly,
altering their perspective.
According to my research, participants indicated that there were multiple instances where
their expectations did not match the reality of the situation, and how that dissociation required
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participants to find new meaning based on their current experiences. For this reason, it was not
surprising to find that the first major point of discussion in my analysis was how students
acknowledge the gap between their expectations and reality. This finding similarly relates to Karl
Weick’s sensemaking theory, which “is about understanding how different meanings are
assigned to the same event. As Weick explained, sensemaking is never-ending and each new
sensemaking event is triggered by uncertainty or ambiguity, which causes us to find meaning”
(Helms Mills et al., 2010, p.183). Sensemaking, like each student’s international service learning
experience, is unique and individual. There may be some events or experiences that become
meaningful to one person and not the other, depending on their background, previous
experiences, and knowledge.
Stemming from Weick’s sensemaking theory, critical sensemaking provides a lens to
analyze how power plays a role in making meaning of new experience. “Although individuals
are making sense of their day-to-day actions on a local level, the concept of organizational power
places local meanings in a broader understanding of privilege” (Helms Mills et al., 2010, p.190).
Critical sensemaking takes into account the privilege that individuals might be working from and
how it might influence the meaning found in new experiences and situations. In this study, part
of acknowledging the gap between expectation and reality required students to recognize the
limitations of their power and take time to learn about the complex relationship with the host
community.
Recognizing limitations of power. Grounded in sensemaking, international service
learning can offer multiple opportunities for participants to recognize their relative privilege
compared to the host community. The first sub-theme that emerged from my findings around
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acknowledging the gap between expectation and reality is when participants realized that their
service work would not create immediate change for the communities’ social or economic status.
As shared in my findings, participants struggled with the disconnect between what they
felt the meaning of service was and what work was being completed in the community. Morgan
talked about missing the “immediate feeling of fulfillment,” and Alexa mentioned the difference
of not seeing instant results from their service work. The expectation that their service work
would lead to immediate change and have an immediate impact on the community in their
limited time was unrealistic. Participants discussed a more privileged lifestyle, where a problem
has a relatively immediate solution or response. Because of this, living and working in a
community with a project that was not going to be completed or resolved was originally met with
disappointment and discouragement. Recognizing the limitations of their power to impact
immediate change within the community was an adjustment. With discussion and guidance from
trip leaders, participants confirmed that they were eventually able to reflect on their experience
positively with new perspectives about service and the community.
Tonkin and Quiroga (2004) found their participants naming the ability to recognize the
limits of their power and ability in complex situations, such as an international setting, as a major
aspect of personal growth. While my participants did not explicitly state their recognition of the
limits of their power, three of the four talked about the challenge of not seeing “direct results” or
doing "complete service.” The unrealistic expectation of seeing immediate change in an
international community after a couple days was met with disappointment and confusion, forcing
participants to revisit their definition of service. Morgan reflected on that feeling of frustration,
sharing “I think that, like, that disappointment was definitely there for a little, but starting to,
like, open my mind to what exactly counted as service and what, like, giving that to the
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community could look like in different ways.” While literature reviews the complexity of
working with an international community partner, it lacks a discussion on students questioning
the meaning of service based on the inability or limited ability to create that immediate change
when serving in an international community for a short period of time.
Similar to my study, Tonkin and Quiroga (2004) found their participants explaining how
their experience “transformed their conception of service and their understanding of what it
means to help others” (pg. 137.) Based on my findings, participants questioned their previous
definition or meaning of service before summarizing a change in their understanding of service
due to discussion and reflection with the community leaders. Sarah talked about how the teachers
at the community school helped her transform her definition of service. She discussed how the
leaders helped students understand how their service work would have a long lasting impact
within the community, even if the students could not see it right away. Three of the four
participants discussed the questioning of service and how it took time to understand the meaning
of their service work. As high school students, participants found it difficult to grasp the bigger
picture of their service without the instant gratification of change they might be used to from
previous service experiences. In her individual interview, Caroline articulated that service
doesn’t necessarily have to be a “shovel in the dirt” in order to help others and that each student
on the service trip had their own timeline to processing what service means and how it can look
different.
In recognizing the limits of their power, students also highlighted another expectation
versus reality moment when dismantling their idea of poverty. Paired with their expectation that
their service work was going to lead to immediate change, participants expected the community
to be in urgent need of help. Participants discussed their expectation of a community that could
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not survive on its own based on what they had seen on social media, commercials, and the news.
Instead, they found a community full of culture and support for one another. An example of this
is evident in Sarah’s expressed surprise in seeing how “completely different” it was to actually
see people living in the community compared to what she had previously thought or heard about.
Literature supports the ability for participants to recognize the difference between their
expectation and the reality of a community facing poverty (Kiely, 2004; Tonkin & Quiroga,
2004). In describing the moral transformation that occurred for students working in Nicaragua,
Kiely (2004) talked about how students had a hard time imagining the daily life and struggle for
a community in a developing country. After spending time immersed within the community,
students from Kiely’s research explained how “the idea of poverty transforms from an abstract
concept to condition with a ‘human face’” (Kiely, 2004, p. 12-13).
Comparable to my findings, my participants were also able to acknowledge the difference
in expectation and reality when it came to a community in a developing country. Alexa talked
about expecting the worst when thinking about a global south community. After working with
the community, she reflected on how the concept of poverty transformed to real people with their
own thoughts and feelings. Instead of being strangers living in what privileged students might
consider poor conditions, community members became real people with their own individual
stories. In recognizing the host community as more than a community in poverty, students
acknowledged the fact that their service work was not needed for the community’s “survival.”
This shows an understanding of the limitations of their power to create change within a complex
situation and shows participants altering their view on community needs and lifestyle. It is
important to review that all participants are considered relatively privileged, coming from an
upper-class suburb and a high school with academic excellence. Because students grew up in
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communities with people like themselves, international service learning offers participants an
opportunity to “see” their afforded privilege and power compared to a global south community,
sometimes for the first time.
In order for students to recognize their own power and privilege, or ability to “walk
away” from whatever community problem is being addressed (King, 2004), there is a need for
reflection and discussion. This space of reflection and discussion gives participants space to
make sense of their limited power to create change or to adjust their meaning of power based on
a difference in expectation and reality. Helms Mills et al. (2010) state the importance of applying
each of the seven properties of sensemaking so that students can reach acceptance, while
exploring their reason for change. Weick et al. (2005) says:
To shape hearts and minds [on power] is to influence at least seven dimensions of
sensemaking: the social relations that are encouraged and discouraged, the identities that
are valued or derogated, the retrospective meanings that are accepted or discredited, the
cues that are highlighted or suppressed, the updating that is encouraged or discouraged,
the standard of accuracy or plausibility to which conjectures are held, and the approval of
proactive or reactive action as the preferred mode of coping (p. 418).
To make sense of a concept as complicated as power and privilege for a high school student is
incredibly difficult. While my students addressed their limited ability to create change within the
context of their service and to change the social and economic status of the community, there is
still the political factor of different power dynamics and global status missing. Evident from the
different perceptions voiced throughout, an international service learning experience offers
participants a rare opportunity to face their own beliefs and expectations in relation to the power
to create change.
Learning the relationship between host and participant. A second way that students
acknowledged the gap between their expectation and reality was in their relationship with the
host community.
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International service learning is about producing awareness and providing opportunities
to develop mutual understanding and relationships (Bringle et al., 2011; Crabtree, 2008). While
this definition shows the positive outcomes possible from international service learning, it is
complicated. Literature demonstrates that it is common for participants who come from a
relatively privileged background to have an incorrect expectation of the community “needs”
(Brown, 2001; Eby, 1998; King, 2004), which fails to produce mutual understanding with the
host community. In an explanation of how service learning can result in a false understanding of
community needs, Eby (1998) writes:
The answer to need as deficiency is an outside person whose service fills the deficiency.
This exaggerates the importance of the person who serves, demeans the person served
and ignores resources in the community such as peers, families and community leaders. It
fails to recognize the political, social and economic factors which create the need (p. 4).
Eby (1998) articulates the importance of talking to students about the factors which create the
need and recognizing the resources, which may not be material, that are strong within the
community.
Throughout my findings, participants discussed the strong support, rich connections, and
undeniable happiness observed across the families within the community. In discussion about
their expectations of the host community, Sarah and Morgan expressed their original thoughts
that a less affluent community is often in need of aid. Once in the Dominican Republic,
participants quickly realized that having less did not correspond with unhappiness. Morgan
explained how going on the international service learning trip allowed her to see the realities of
the community and adjust her previously held beliefs. Prior to her arrival, Morgan expected the
community to be in dire need or survival mode due to their limited resources. Through
immersion within the community, participants were able to acknowledge the gap between their
expectation and reality of the host community and adjust accordingly. Instead of seeing their
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service work as the answer to the community’s deficiency (Eby, 1998), participants were able to
recognize the significance of the resources that were present through reflection and sensemaking.
It is important that these relatively young privileged students do their part to counter these
popular misconceptions amongst their peers when they go back home, recognizing that a
community with limited material resources can be rich in so much more: happiness,
relationships, support, and culture.
In finding a mutual understanding with the host community, participants noted a change
in their previously held beliefs after working and living with the community. Following a mutual
understanding, the second key to international service learning is the development of mutual
relationships (Bringle et al., 2011; Crabtree, 2008). That mutual relationship is often referred to
as a reciprocal relationship, where neither group benefits more than the other. Without the
reciprocal relationship, the service becomes more like charity and produces a provider and
recipient relationship (Flecky, 2011; Hillman, 1999). Literature shows that if participants view
their service as something they offer to people who are unequal, Freire’s idea of the oppressed
and the oppressors and Flecky’s helper” and the “helped” is perpetuated (Flecky, 2011; King,
2004; McBrien, 2008). To combat this, it is critical for participants to understand the reciprocal
relationship between themselves and the host community. King (2004) states:
To counter the tendency of privileged students to consider themselves as the ‘providers’
of service for those ‘less fortunate’ than themselves, they must be made aware of how
they, too, benefit from the service experience. The benefits to the local communities tend
to be readily apparent: investment of time, energy, and creativity. Those benefits accrued
by the students may be less so: knowledge, learning, perspective broadening, and
personally rewarding relationships (p. 124).
Even though the student benefits may be less readily apparent, my findings show that the
participants recognized the importance of learning from the community and building new
friendships. Evidence of this is found in Alexa’s words as she described working with the kids in
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her host community and highlighted the fact that she benefitted more from the interactions with
the kids because it opened her eyes to the reality of other cultures, which was an incredibly
valuable experience.
Through service learning, students are given “opportunities to cross social, economic, and
cultural boarders, and to form caring relationships across these borders” (King, 2004, p. 135).
As a result of the caring relationships formed, privileged students can reduce barriers and
stigmas that come from othering people as a result of a different lifestyle or global status
(McBrien, 2008). Additionally, as the care for a new community grows, students experience
transformative learning from immersion, and notions of being the provider, the helper, the savior
or even “the great White hope” (McBrien, 2008, p. 283) are challenged and possibly diminished
through continued interaction and discussion.
In conclusion, the way that students process their international service learning
experience comes from identifying gaps in their expectations and the reality that they experience
when immersed with the community. After identifying the gaps, students are able to adjust or
alter their thinking, making new meaning, based on new experiences at hand. Related to a
literature base that emphasizes the two major pillars of international service learning being
reciprocity and reflection, my research highlights how immersion within the community can lead
to self-reflection and questioning of values. My findings specifically focus on the importance of
acknowledging a gap between what is previously believed and what is perceived and how to
make sense of it. While students acknowledge the importance of journaling and group discussion
in their interviews, it was not the commonly cited reason for being able to process their own
international service learning experience.
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Growing into a Global Citizen
The two sub research questions related to the main research question are how an
international service learning experience can serve relatively privileged students and how it can
lead to perspective transformation. Literature suggests that participants can become more global
citizens after participating in an international service learning experience, pushing back on the
dominant Western hegemony of living, while critically analyzing their position within the world
(Hartman & Kiely, 2014a; Niehaus & Crain, 2013). Due to the absence of a single definition of
global citizenship, it is important to compare commonly used definitions and sentiments of a
global citizen across the existing literature.
Hartman and Kiely (2014a) equate global citizens as “being on a journey to understand
the arrogance involved in ‘global thinking’ and therefore approach knowledge and action with
deep humility” (p. 31) where Nussbaum focuses on human dignity and empathy for other
cultures. Additionally, Westheimer and Kahne’s (2004) three visions of citizenship are often
linked to international service learning and global citizenship. The three visions include the
personally responsible citizen, the participatory citizen, and the justice-oriented citizen. While
these three visions of citizenship would advance democratic education, which is a large part of
being a global citizen, there are also parallels between the three visions and the multiple learning
objectives of international service learning from Bringle et al. (2011).
Becoming a global citizen can take shape in many different forms. Hartman and Kiely
(2014a) suggested six different learning outcomes associated with understanding and action that
produce evidence of an emerging global citizen. The six learning outcomes used to gauge global
consciousness and understanding include intellectual, political, moral, social, cultural and
personal (Hartman and Kiely, 2014a). Similarly, Kiely (2004) suggests six transforming forms as
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evidence of perspective transformation. The six transforming forms including political, moral,
intellectual, cultural, personal, and spiritual. As students gain intercultural maturity through
participating in an international service learning experience, participants indicate evidence of
perspective transformation leading to growth of global citizenship. Student responses for
growing into a more global citizen break down into two branches including: accepting a new
culture and personal transformation.
Accepting a new culture. The first subtheme that emerged from my findings around
lessons beyond the service site was how students started to recognize a new global status while
participating on their international service learning experience. In recognizing a new culture
outside of their own, participants acknowledged a renewed sense of gratitude and empathy for
how different people live around the world. Tonkin and Quiroga (2004) write:
A much-repeated sentiment was the development of a strong sense of commitment and a
certain empathy with people in a distant country. Many participants commented on the
fact that the service component generates a sense of involvement with a situation that
before was foreign and distant, a globalization of their feelings and concerns and of their
sense of citizenship” (p.138).
Tonkin and Quiroga (2004) revealed that the service project gave participants an opportunity to
get involved with the host community, showing students the “common humanity shared by
people around the globe” (p. 138). Similar to this study, students talked about their journey to
learning and accepting a new culture.
As stated earlier, participants acknowledged how their expectations of the host
community and the reality of the host community were different. Participants found it difficult to
predict what their trip, the community, and their interactions would be like. As Tonkin and
Quiroga (2004) stated, it was complicated to predict and prepare for the trip because the situation
was “foreign and distant.” No participant had completed an international service trip previously
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and the sudden immersion in an unknown situation brought feelings of anxiety. Upon reflection
on their international service learning trip, participants mentioned feeling particularly nervous to
interact and work with the community. Over time, the students began to learn about the
community, adapting and immersing themselves in both the service project and the local’s
lifestyle. By challenging themselves to try something different and overcome their apprehension,
participants had the opportunity to meet people across the world while simultaneously learning
about a new culture.
Living and working with the community in the Dominican Republic allowed participants
to recognize a new culture, not better or worse, but different from what they know at home.
Participants all admired the happiness that the community shared regardless of the little resource
availability, questioning dominant norms from the United States. As students were immersed
within the community, Alexa and Sarah contemplated the difference in what they considered a
“problem” at home versus what the community considered a “problem” in the Dominican
Republic. As a result, students cited a renewed appreciation for what they have at home and an
empathy for the host-community.
Goodman (2000) states that “empathy helps us connect with and subsequently care about
others who seem different” (p. 1063). In caring about the community, participants shift their
thoughts from “feeling bad” to the sharing of admiration for the community members. Kiely
(2004) discloses how empathy is important to creating a strong relationship with the community,
which in this case was a community in Nicaragua:
Students’ increased sense of empathy and care leads them to see their relationship with
Nicaraguans not as one-way charitable service but as a reciprocal relationship whereby
students appreciate and draw strength from the knowledge, ability, and resilience of
Nicaraguans with whom they worked (p. 13).
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In curating the reciprocal relationship that is so critical to a successful international service
learning experience, participants value local knowledge and appreciate the strength of character
the host community shows through hard work. As stated in my findings, participants gained
respect and appreciation for the community leaders throughout their stay. Sarah even described
the community leaders as “lights” for their willingness to share their home and culture with
participants. Goodman (2000) discusses the weight of empathy in social relations. She says:
When we fail to see our common humanity with people we perceive as different from
ourselves, we can more easily ignore their plight. It also allows us to dehumanize others,
seeing them as less than human or unworthy of care and respect” (p. 1063).
Like Sarah, the other participants discussed their admiration and care for the host community,
showing evidence of moral transformation. In creating reciprocal relationship with the
community, participants experienced increased cross-cultural empathy due to a compassion for
people from another culture (Nicols, 2015). Bringle et al.’s definition of international service
learning supports the significance of empathy and how it can assist participants in their personal
growth into a more global citizen. The definition states that participants will gain “a deeper
understanding of global and intercultural issues, a broader appreciation of the host country and
the discipline, and an enhanced sense of their own responsibilities as citizens, locally and
globally” (Bringle et al., 2011, p. 19). Through cross-cultural dialogue and immersion,
participants experience increased empathy, acceptance of their host communities’ culture, and
new awareness of personal responsibilities. This shows moral, political, and cultural
transformation, all characteristics of perspective transformation and becoming a global citizen.
Student Transformation. The second subtheme that emerged from my findings around
emerging global citizens was related to individual student transformation. As students immerse
themselves within the community on their international service learning trip, participants gain
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valuable lessons beyond the service site, as stated in my findings. The lessons beyond the service
site include renewed gratitude and appreciation, the importance of continuing service work, and
the recognition of a different global status. These lessons parallel the student transformation cited
in literature which include moral and intellectual growth (Kiely, 2004; Liu & Lee, 2011; Tonkin
& Quiroga, 2004), increased cultural awareness (Hartman & Kiely, 2014a; Kiely, 2004; Liu &
Lee, 2011; Meyers, 2009), and a critical perspective on American values (Kiely, 2004; Tonkin &
Quiroga, 2004).
Larson and Fay (2016) state that transformative learning occurs when “experiences
outside the individual’s norm require them to consider situations and events with an alternate
perspective” (p. 6). The international service learning experience pushes students outside of their
comfort zone, disturbing their every-day routine by immersing participants in a completely new
situation. As students experience something new, there is a moment of cognitive dissonance,
requiring students to “adopt a new lens” to determine their response (Larson & Fay, 2016, p. 3),
leading to transformative learning.
Based on my findings, students exhibited transformation in three of the six forms of
perspective transformation: cultural, intellectual, and moral (Kiely, 2004). Kiely defines these
transforming forms as “ongoing and significant changes of the students’ worldview” (p. 10). As
students lived a new experience on the international service learning trip, there were all kinds of
new emotions, thoughts, and questions that surfaced. Questions about the meaning of service
and the meaning of happiness arise, and as a result, students feel discomfort. That discomfort can
surface in many different ways including anger, guilt, or confusion. In alignment with
international service learning literature, it is common for students to feel guilty and critique
everyday luxuries after living in a community with limited resources.
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All participants in my study shared a strong sense of appreciation for the material things
that they live with and do not usually notice on a day-to-day basis compared to their host
community. When students begin to recognize their position of privilege by acknowledging their
feelings of guilt for having more resources or taking what they have for granted, they begin to
show an expanded sense of social responsibility and practice critical reflection, exhibiting both
cultural and intellectual transformation (Kiely, 2004). Actions that are commonly linked to
cultural and intellectual transformation include resistance to the dominant norms related to
privilege and the questioning of previous assumptions, as seen when participants questioned the
meaning of happiness and service to the host community.
Participants also showed signs of moral transformation. Kiely (2004) states that a
relationship of mutual respect and care with the host community indicate moral transformation.
As participants engaged in cross cultural interaction and collaboration on their service project,
the reciprocal relationship began to form, and participants found a new admiration for how the
host community choose to lead and live their lives. In making a connection with the host
community, participants felt inspired by their happiness and support for one another. Both
Morgan and Sarah mentioned how forming a positive relationship with the host community lead
them to feel that they could understand people from a different culture or background. Morgan
further shared how her peers might not know the true extent of how different cultures live and
how that could hold them back from what they might do in the future or their interactions with
other people. Participating in the international service learning experience allowed students the
rare opportunity to form a deeper connection with community members of the Dominican
Republic, giving them a once in a lifetime opportunity, that could not be found in the classroom.
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In conclusion, my study revealed how international service learning experiences can
serve relatively privileged students and lead to personal transformation through the process of
becoming a global citizen. As participants are introduced to a new culture outside of their norm,
they make sense of their new experience, leading to cultural, intellectual, and moral
transformation. It is important to note that all participants in my study were interviewed almost
one year following their international service learning trip. In order to determine if these
indicators of transformation are long term, more research is necessary, with follow up with each
participant. Additionally, while my study showed positive outcomes associated with international
service learning, there is still a question of what specific activities, reflective moments, or
experiences are vital to trigger different forms of perspective transformation.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
International service learning experiences provide the unique opportunity for participants
to work directly with a host community on a project that addresses community needs. As
participants travel across borders communities different from their own, they learn from crosscultural dialogue and self-reflection, leading to a learning experience unlike anything a textbook
could provide. The direct interaction with the host community allows relatively young privileged
students to recognize a different global status while working on a meaningful project. The rare
collaboration between the participants and the host community creates a reciprocal relationship,
a critical pillar to international service learning, while also serving a larger purpose of creating
global citizens who can critically analyze their position in the world. This mission of
international service learning is even more important considering the state of our current political
climate where groups of people remain divided and unable to find compassion for those with a
different perspective.
While international service learning is still a relatively new pedagogy for secondary
education students, a wide body of research suggests that there are positive outcomes associated
with participation. Due to the positive student transformation of perspective and action, schools
have begun to develop and search for programs that facilitate international learning, crosscultural dialogue, and exposure to new places and people. This is where the research is lacking.
There is little information on how to develop these programs and how students process their
international service learning experience in order to reach cited positive outcomes including
moral and intellectual growth (Kiely, 2004; Liu & Lee, 2011; Tonkin & Quiroga, 2004),
increased cultural awareness (Hartman & Kiely, 2014a; Kiely, 2004; Liu & Lee, 2011; Meyers,
2009), and a more critical perspective on American values (Kiely, 2004; Tonkin & Quiroga,
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2004). As a result, the “how” behind service learning is what Kiely (2005) calls the “black box”
(p. 5). Today, researchers agree that there is a need for more research, specifically on the process
of how international service learning shapes participants’ views, roles, and thoughts (Eyler,
2011; Kiely, 2004).
In response to this gap in research, the purpose of this case study was to explore how a
group of secondary education students process and understand their international service learning
experience to the Dominican Republic. My research consisted of individual interviews, a focus
group, and document review with four participants from ABC High School. Towards this end,
this case study targeted two critical knowledge gaps. First, my research involved secondary
education students, a population that is still new to international service learning, and only often
found in research through the community service lens. Second, my study focused on how
students process their experience, asking probing questions about pivotal moments of dissonance
and the differences between expectations and reality.
Grounded in Mezirow’s theory of transformation and Weick’s theory of critical
sensemaking, international service learning can provide students with an experience that results
in the questioning and changing of personal thoughts, beliefs, and expectations. Through
Mezirow’s theory of transformation, I was led to focus on the process of how students perceive
the world and then make decisions or changes to incorporate their new understandings (Mezirow,
1991). As a result, I explored where students experienced moments of dissonance and disconnect
between what they thought they knew versus what they came to experience (expectation versus
reality). This drew out two common sensemaking events: recognizing limitations of power and
learning the relationship between the host and participant. Through these sensemaking events,
there was evidence of multiple learning outcomes from Hartman and Kiely’s theory of global
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citizenship, leading to a deeper understanding of how participants evolve into global citizens
(Hartman & Kiely, 2014a). This conceptual framework can be used to inform future scholars
who lead an international service learning experience as a guide to assist students in their
transformation towards moral and intellectual growth, increased cultural awareness, and a critical
perspective on American values.
From my analysis of the data, I have come to understand the following about my primary
research question: How do participants understand and process their new thoughts and feelings
throughout their international service learning experience?
Based on my findings, students were able to understand their international service
learning experience in large part due to their immersion within the community that they were
working with. There were two major reasons that students cited immersion within the
community as an important reason to understanding and processing their thoughts. First, through
immersion, students were able to interact with the community first-hand, a completely different
experience compared to their previous service where the community that was being served was
intangible and impersonal. The majority of the scholarship on international service learning
shows that international service learning is situated in higher education, leaving secondary
students with a community service experience that varies in quality and structure. Through
immersion on an international service learning trip, students are given the opportunity to create
relationships and experience a different culture. The reciprocal relationship creates a
collaborative partnership between the host community and participants, allowing for cross
cultural interaction and dialogue. Second, by living with the community on the service site,
students were able to make comparisons to home, seeing the differences of living in a remote
community compared to a relatively privileged lifestyle in the states. Furthermore, my analysis
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concluded that by working and living with the community, students began to recognize their
limitations of power, leading to a deeper understanding of the relationship between the
community and the participants. Living on site of the service project allowed participants to see
the complex situations that the host community could face on a daily basis. Used to quick fixes
and instant gratification, participants’ patience and ability to see their role in assisting the
community was challenged. The students had an unrealistic expectation to see their project
completed and were surprised to find limitations in their power to create change for the host
community.
Additionally, students indicated a change in thought throughout their international service
learning experience as they questioned the meanings of service and happiness. As students
question what they thought they knew, there is a break in routine, leading to a moment of
dissonance. As a result of questioning, students were able to reach a new understanding of
service and happiness based on their new international service learning experience. Initially,
students had a preconceived idea of what the service work was going to look like based on their
knowledge of previous service trip projects and their belief that true service required difficult
labor. As students came to understand the meaning and the importance of ecotourism within the
host community, participants saw value in their work, even though it was different than
imagined. Throughout their service project, students were immersed within the community,
working hand in hand with locals. After working with the community, participants were struck
by the happiness that radiated from members who had access to fewer resources and luxuries. As
a result, participant reevaluated their personal meaning of happiness and found a new sense of
gratitude and appreciation upon returning home. While this process is non-linear and different
for each individual, literature shows that sensemaking events can shift identity construction,
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altering the idea of who we are based on how we deal with the event (Weick, 1995). For
example, as students began to question their current ideologies and critique their preconceived
thoughts about the community and the service, students began to show signs of perspective
transformation, modifying what they thought they once knew and giving it new meaning.
Perspective transformation can help relatively privileged students see a different viewpoint of the
world, shaping their identity while providing new perspective and appreciation.
And third, even after students leave the service site, they continue to experience lessons such
as renewed gratitude and appreciation, the passion to continue service work, and the ability to
recognize a different global status than their own. The lessons developed beyond the service site
were in response to a completely new and immersive experience for these relatively privileged
students. As a result, secondary students carry their experience with them, past the airplane, and
into their futures, reflecting on what it was like to live differently and without access to certain
materials and resources. While each student’s international service learning experience is
individual and unique, the experience provides them with a foundation to acknowledge the gap
between expectations and reality that might exist surrounding different people around the world.
In reviewing my findings and the two common sensemaking events from my study,
students struggled to adjust their previous understandings based on their new experience on their
own. Sensemaking events force students to make new meaning based on their current
surroundings and situations. The two common sensemaking events included participants
recognizing the limitations of their power to create change and understanding the host and
participant relationship. In my study, participants reflected on their initial confusion and
disappointment related to their service project. Students acknowledged the gap between their
expectations and reality of their ability to change the daily lives of the community during their
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ten-day service trip. Students also adjusted their fallacies about the host community and their
way of life. Participants reflected on their initial expectations of a global south community and
how living and working with the community altered their understanding of the locals. Expecting
a community in extreme poverty and in need of “help,” students came to recognize the
community as real people with their own thoughts, feelings, strengths, and abilities.
International service learning projects are defined as academic experiences that allow
students to do three things: work on a project that addresses community needs, learn through
direct contact and immersion with community members, and reflect on the experience in order to
reach a broader understanding of one’s position and responsibility in the world (Bringle et al.,
2011). While their ecotourism project meets all of the requirements of international service
learning, participants required guidance from teachers and the community leaders to understand
how their service could be impactful and meaningful. As a result, I recommend that practitioners
seeking to enhance their secondary education students’ international service learning experience
prepare specific discussion questions with input from the host community regarding their service
work and common gaps in expectation versus reality. Reflection is a major component of
international service learning, and preparing meaningful questions with input from the host
community will help students openly speak, ask questions, and reflect on moments of
dissonance. The reflective process sets international service learning apart from various other
service experiences due to the critical thinking and action that comes as a result. While my study
did not observe students first-hand on their trip to the Dominican Republic, participants had
journal reflections where they discussed how community leaders assisted them in understanding
their larger purpose. Time for purposeful conversation and reflection will ensure that all students
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work through their thoughts and feelings and give space for questions, concerns, and addressing
common misconceptions.
Implications for Future Research
As a researcher, I recognize the limitations of my study. A sample of four secondary
education students is a relatively low number compared to the number of students who went on
the trip in general, as well as how many secondary students travel with the Global Travel
Company yearly. While the four students were all from ABC High School, and were part of the
schools’ service club, the small number of participants also had a similar background.
Additionally, it is important to note that the service trip was ten days in length. This is a
relatively short period of time for students to foster connections within the community and
experience perspective transformation.
Despite these limitations, I believe that my study can offer educators, scholars, and
practitioners of international service learning further insight into the “how” behind international
service learning for two key reasons. First, and most important, because students are able to
understand their international experience by seeing and doing first-hand, it is necessary for
schools to try to offer a program to secondary education students that allows students to travel to
a community different than their own. It is important to acknowledge that it can be challenging
to find a suitable community partner abroad, which makes international service learning scarce in
secondary education (Bringle et al., 2011). For this reason, educators need to spend time
coordinating with the service site on the service work that will be completed together and
discussing why that work will impact the community. It is clear that secondary students may
need a teacher or community leader to assist them in their understanding of the bigger picture
and the limitations of their power.
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Second, as students begin to understand their position within the community and the
service project, my findings showed that following the service trip, participants are still making
sense of their experience and changing their thoughts and views. These changes are not
immediate, and it takes time for secondary students to acknowledge gaps in their understanding,
as well as process their time in a foreign place. For this reason, it is important for educators to
continue to give space for students to make sense of their service work and what it might mean to
them individually. As seen in literature and my study, the experience can fuel a passion to
continue service while also creating mixed emotions for having unnecessary luxuries (Kiely,
2004; Tonkin & Quiroga, 2004). It can be extremely complex depending on each individuals’
previous experiences, discussions, and beliefs. Going on the service trip is the catalyst that
sparks change, but the evidence of personal transformation is shown through how the students
share their experience and continue their service work at home.
Finally, it is important to acknowledge that all participants come from a relatively
privileged background. This relatively privileged group of students come from families whose
class position affords them the opportunity to participate in an international school service trip.
While some students may not participate due to financial constraints, other students may not
participate due to a lack of experience in traveling or lack of support from family. When working
with relatively privileged students, it is critical to consider a culturally conscious way to prepare
students to go into a global south community. Following meaningful preparation, it is important
that participants bring back what they learn from their international service learning experience
so that it can be shared with others who might not have the opportunity to participate. By giving
participants an open forum to share their thoughts and feelings, other students may get a glimpse
of the lessons and experiences the students had aboard.
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I believe that my study has strong implications for the way that educators approach
international service learning for high school students in order to produce the common benefits
from participation. Following participation, relatively privileged students can obtain a new
understanding of their position and responsibility in the world as a global citizen (Hartman &
Kiely, 2014a). As a result of questioning and multiple sensemaking events, this international
service learning experience provided participants with a picture of their afforded privilege and
power compared to a community in a global south community. Through this realization,
participants experience positive benefits such as moral and intellectual growth and a critical
perspective on American values. It also gave participants the ability to directly interact and learn
about a community different than their own, increasing their cultural awareness. By embracing
the community and engaging in critical reflection through questioning and sensemaking, students
exhibited signs of multiple learning outcomes from Hartman and Kiely’s (2014a) model for
global citizenship. Following a new understanding, participants become agents of change, taking
action beyond the classroom. This is particularly important given the current political climate
where groups are divided with a lack compassion and understanding for others. International
service learning gives students the incredible opportunity to interact and work together with
people different from them, whether that be due to difference in socioeconomic status, first
language, ethnicity, or traditions. The value of this experience for relatively privileged students is
beyond significant. While each student understands their trip differently due to different
backgrounds and experiences, international service learning opens the door to the ability to
empathize, create relationships, and admire a community full of strangers (Kiely, 2004; Meyers,
2009).
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As participants and the host community work together to build something new,
participants begin to question and reflect on their previously held thoughts and beliefs. This
questioning and reflection can lead to acknowledging the gap between expectation and reality,
producing what Karl Weick called “sensemaking events.” This powerful process can be
challenging for students as they begin to understand their relative privilege and their
accountability as global citizens. While it takes participants some time to work through this
process, it is critical for their growth and transformation, creating agents of change who can
share their experience and take actionable steps towards global service. Based on my findings,
students exhibited transformation in three of the six forms of perspective transformation:
cultural, intellectual, and moral (Kiely, 2004). Through this perspective transformation,
participants experience lessons beyond the service site including renewed gratitude and
appreciation, the importance of continuing service work, and a new emerging global
consciousness and awareness. As these relatively privileged students adopt a new lens for their
worldview, they find empathy and acceptance for another culture, providing them with new
insight and understanding for the world around them. This growth of global citizenship is
particularly important for relatively privileged students to experience because often times,
participants from higher income suburbs have only experienced trips in the form of vacation,
service in the form of required community service at school, and people with similar
backgrounds and access from their own privileged community. The international service learning
trip provided participants with a completely different and eye opening experience. It is for this
reason that more work needs to be done exploring how secondary education students in
particular come to understand their international service learning experience and the
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conversations that are needed to assist students to make new meaning of what they know versus
what was perceived.
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ResearchInvolvingHumanSubjects

NOTICEOFINSTITUTIONAL
REVIEWBOARDACTION
To:

Kristen One, Graduate Student, College of Education

Date: July 29, 2020
Re:

Research Protocol # KO050620EDU-R2
“The Role of International Service Learning and Student Outcomes”

Please review the following important information about the review of your proposed research
activity.
Review Details
This submission is an amendment. Amendment R2 involves: 1) Revising documents to past tense in
accordancewith using past students.

Your research project continues to meet the criteria for Expedited review under 45 CFR 46.110
under thefollowing categories:
“(5) Research involving materials (data, documents, records, or specimens) that have been
collected, orwill be collected solely for nonresearch purposes (such as medical treatment or
diagnosis).”
“(6) Collection of data from voice, video, digital, or image recordings made for research
purposes.”
“(7) Research on individual or group characteristics or behavior (including, but not limited
to, researchon perception, cognition, motivation, identity, language, communication, cultural
beliefs or practices, and social behavior) or research employing survey, interview, oral
history, focus group, program evaluation, human factors evaluation, or quality assurance
methodologies.”
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Your amendment submission was reviewed and approved on July 29, 2020.
Amendment Approval date: July 29, 2020
Please note: Under the revised regulations, protocols requiring expedited review no longer
require annual continuing review. We have approved your protocol under the revised
regulations. However, if any changes are made to your research, you still need to submit an
amendment prior to initiating the amendment changes. [If we require continuing review:
Please note: Under the revised regulations, protocols requiring expedited review no longer
require annual continuing review, unless the IRB specifically requires it. We have
approved your protocol under the revised regulations, but we are requiring continuing
review because: list reasons. If any changes are made to your research, you still need to
submit an amendment prior to initiating the amendment changes.
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Appendix B: Individual Interview Questions
Thank you for talking with me today. This conversation will be recorded for the purpose of the
study. Each interview will be handled with precaution and extreme care, protecting your identity.
All of the data will be transcribed and analyzed by me, the researcher. Do you have any
questions?
This interview is being audio-recorded for research purposes. If you wish for the recording to
stop at any time during the interview, please let me know and I will stop the recording. I will
then take handwritten notes instead. Do you consent/assent to being audiorecorded? Recording starts now.
1. Tell me a little about yourself.
2. What led you to participate in an international service learning experience?
a. Can you elaborate on what service means to you?
3. Tell me about your international service learning experience.
4. Tell me about an instance you had to rethink something on the trip.
5. How do you feel you’ve changed after completing your international service learning
experience?
6. How did your participation in the international service learning experience shape you as a
young adult?
a. How did you process the changes/differences from home?
b. How did your day to day routine in the Dominican Republic look compared to
your day to day routine at home?
7. Tell me about the community you worked with.
a. What did you learn as a result of working together with the host-community?
b. How do you think the work impacted you or the community?
c. How has your international experience of building relationships within a new
community affected you?
d. What did you think about the different people/culture?
8. How do you explain your international service learning experience to someone who did
not go on the service trip?
9. Would you recommend this trip to others? Why or why not?
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Appendix C: Focus Group Questions
Thank you for talking with me today. This conversation will be recorded for the purpose of the
study. This focus group will be handled with precaution and extreme care, protecting each of
your identities. All of the data will be transcribed and analyzed by me, the researcher. Do you
have any questions?
This interview is being audio-recorded for research purposes. If you wish for the recording to
stop at any time during the interview, please let me know and I will stop the recording. I will
then take handwritten notes instead. Do you consent/assent to being audiorecorded? Recording starts now.
How do you feel this international service learning experience impacted you as a young adult?
How did the international service trip change previous thoughts or views?
How would you describe your thoughts and feelings throughout your week long experience in
the Dominican Republic?
What did you learn as result of working on a service project with the host-community?

